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FALL TERM-OPENS-----WEDNESD.A.Y, SEPTEMBER 15. 
CLOSES FR!ID.A.Y, DEOEMBER 17. 
WINTER TERM-OPENS TUESDAY, JANUARY 4-
0LOSES WEDNESDAY, MA.ROH 16. 
SPRING TERM-OPENS TUESDAY, MA.ROH 22. 
OLOSES TUESDAY, JUNE 14. 
SUMMER TERM-OPENS-------WEDNESD.A.Y, JUNE 15. 
GLOBES FRIDAY, JULY 22. 
HOLIDAYS. 
THANKSGIVING--- 'l'HURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 26, 27 AND 28. 
CHRISTMASs---DECEMBER 18 TO 81 INOLUSIVE, AND JAN­
UARY 1, 2 AND S. 
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY-----TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 22. 
SPRING VACATION MA.ROH 17, 18, 19, 20 AND 21. 
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PART I. 
OFFICIAL BOARDS 1909-'10. 
STATE BOARD OF PUBLIC CONTROL. 
HON. J. S. LAKIN, PRESIDENT ................... BUSINESS MAN 
Terra Alta, W. Va. 
HON. THOS. E. HODGES, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  EDUCATOR 
Morgantown, W. Va. 
HON. JOHN SHEPHERD, ................................. LA.WYER 
Williamson, W. Va. 
STA TE BOARD OF REGENTS. 
HON. M. P. SHAWKEY. PBESIDENT. STATE SUPT. OF SCHOOLS 
Charleston, W. Va. 
HON. M. 0. LOUGH ........................................ EDITOR 
Fairmont, W. Va. 
HON. J. B. FINDLl!JY .............................. BUSINESS MAN 
Parkersburg, W. Va. 
HON. G. A. NORTHCOTT ........................... BUSINESS MAN 
Huntington, W. Va. 
HON. GEO. B. LA.IDLEY ................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . EDUCATOR 
Charleston, W. Va. 
THE FACULTY. 
SESSION 1908-'09. 
L. J. CollBLY, A. B., A. M., President ....................•.. P81/C"llolofn 
State Normal School. t:ltate University and UDiTeraltlea of Halle and 
Berlin, Germany. 
FRENCH. 
MBs. NAOMI EVERETT, Ph. B., Dean of Women 
Steubenville Seminary, University of Chicago and Unlver■itT of Sor­
bonne, France. 
EDUOA.TION. 
MARGARET Oris, A. B., A. M., Ph. D., Profe,aional Subject, and Sti,,eria­
tendent of the Training School. 
Cornell University. 
F'LoRA E. POPE, B. E., Supervisor Of Model School. 
Oberlin College and Chicago University. 
CHARLOTTE WADE, (}rades VI. and VII., Model School. 
Marshall College and State University. 
EUNICE A. RIGGS, O,rade v., Model School. 
Marshall College. 
MARION GREEN, (}rades Ill. and rv., Model School. 
Columbia and Chicago Universities. 
MABEL CLARK, (}rade II., Model School. 
Succeeded at close of Winter Term by 
MABEL FERGUSON". 
HARRIET FKnoUBON, Grade I., Model School. 
Marshall College and Chicago University. 
ENGLISH. 
C. E. HA WORTH, A. B., A. M. and M. D., LUerature.
Colgate and Chicago "Gnlversltles. 
w. H. FnANKLJ.""i, A. B., Rhetoric.
W. Va. Wesleyan and Alleghany College. 
ADA R. CoLDEBT, A. B., Grammar. 
State University, Harvard, and Chicago. 
MA.THEM.A.TICS. 
LILIAN HACKNEY, A. B., 
State University, Ohio Wesleyan, Cornell and Columbia. 
MARTHA J. HUOREB, A. B., 
Wellesley College. 
ELIZABETH CoLWELL, A. B., A. M., 
Dennison University, Vassar and Radclltte. 
8 MAH.::'HALL COLLEGE 
LA.TIN. 
C. H. SAYLOR. A. B., Ph. D., 
Johns Hopkins. 
L. P. Mn.LER. A. B .. LL. B., 
State University. 
HAlmn:T D. Jom1sos. A. B., 
GREEK. 
Dennison University and Chicago University. 
Bl,9TORY. 
J. A. FITZGERALD, A. B., A. M., 
Marshall College, Georgetown College and Chicago University. 
BIOLOGY AND GEOLOGY. 
W. 0. VINAL, A. B., A. M., 
Bridgewater ::S:ormal, Lawl'ence Sclent!llc, and Harvard. 
PJJYSIOS AND CHE,l!ISTRY. 
R. C. PECK, A. B., A. M., 
Yale and Columbia. 
Resigned March 1, and succeeded by 
W. W. DoNALDSON, B. $., 
1\iarshall College aud Washlng,on & Jetrerson College. 
GEl-tJIA.N. 
OLLA STEVE:<ISOS, A. B., 
Northwestern University and Bel'llll, Germany. 
ART. 
El. E. MYERS, 
Pittsburg, Cincinnati, llarv11rd and New York University Schools of Art. 
B. B. CHAMBERS, A. B., Assistant in Latin, Greek, and English-Winter 
and Spring '.l'erms. 
Marshall College and Dennil!On University. 
EMMA R. PABKER, Assistant i1i E11glish and Science-Spring Term. 
Greensboro Female College and t:nlverslty of Korth Carolina. 
MUSIC. 
FLoRA R. HA YES, A. B., Director, Piano and History of Mttsic. 
State University, Pupil or John Porter Lawrence. Also a.t Berlin, 
Germany, under Barth, Scha!'wenka and Hugo Kaun. 
kHODA CRUMRINE, enior 1'eacher of Piano and Theory. 
State University, Graduate Study under John Porter Lawrence and 
Wm. H. Sherwood; also under Anton Foerster, Richard Burmeister, 
Philip and Scharwenka. or Bcrlln, Germany. 
VlBGINIA BOURNE, Assistant in Piano. 
Cincinnati College of r.1 us!c. 
M.Bs. LoOJSE FAY HAWORTII, Head of Voice Divisio,i. 
Private Study, New York City under :\larle Bissell, Armour Galloway 
and Oscar Sanger. 
ROSE L. McCLISTOCK. Violin and Ensemble. 
Pupil under Strauss and Neville. 
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EXPRESSION. 
FLORE:S-CE C. WHJTE. 
Emerson Collei,;e of Oratory and Private Study In New York City. 
LIBRARf. 
Mes. ELIZABETH F. i\lYEBS, Li/Jrarian and Manager of College Book Store. 
RELJA ED!O PEBKJ:S-S, Assistant Librarian. 
COLLEGE HALL. 
l\Jes. NAOMI EYERl..,,., Dean of Tr01,1e11. 
FLORA E. POPE, Preceptress. 
Jiles. NELLIE A. KEARN, Matron and Secreta1·y. 
LTLLIA:S- HACK:S-EY, Treasurer. 
THE FACULTY. 
SESSION OF 1909-'10. 
L. J. CoRBLY, A. B., A. M., President .....•..•...........••. Pa-11cholo1111. 
ENGLISH. 
C. E. HAWORTH, A. B., A. M., M. D., Vice President ........ Literature 
w. H. FRANKLIN, A. B., Rhetoric.
ADA R. CoLBEBT, A. B., Grammar.
L. P. MILLER, A. B., LL. B., lteader.
FRENOH. 
Mas. NAOMI EVERE'IT, Ph. B., Dean of Women. 
HISTORY. 
J. A. FrrZOEBALD, A. B., A. M. 
EDUO.A.TION. 
(Head of Department to be elected.) 
MRS. HARRI.ET LYO.li, B. L., Supervisor Of Model School. 
HARRIET FEROUSO:I', Kindergarten. 
LILLIAN ISBELL, G-rade I. 
ONA ULLMAN, G-rades II. and III. 
(To be elected.) Grad.es IV. and V. 
(To be elected.) G-rades VI., VII. and VIII. 
M.A.THEM.A.TlOS. 
LJLLJAN HACKNEY, A. B. 
ELIZABETH CoLWELL, A. B., A. lf. 
( One to be elected.) 
LATIN. 
C. E. SAYLOR, A. B., Ph. D.
GREEK. 
HAJUIIET D. JOH:-!SO:-!, A. B.
�JAR HALL COLLEGE 
GERMAN. 
OLLA STEVENSON, A. B. 
BIOLOGY A.ND GEOLOGY. 
W. G. VINAL. A. B., A. M. 
PHYSICS A.ND CHEMISTRY. 
Il. M. WYLIE, A. B., A. M. 
A.RT. 
E. E. MYERS. 
MUSIC. 
FLoRA R. HAYES, A. B., Director. 
RHODA CauMar:-..:, Head Piani8t. 
(To be elected.) A.sat. Pianist. 
MRS. LoU1SE FAY HAWOllTH. Voice. 
EXPRESSIO�·. 
FLORENCE C. WHITE. 
PREPARATORY. 
EMMA R. PARKER. Preparutory a111t Review Department. 
(One to be elected.) 
LlBllA.Rl". 
Mas. ELIZABETH MYERS. Librarian. 
MISS O11A B. STAATS. Assistant. 
COLLEGE HA.LL. 
Miss ORA B. STAATS, Preceptress. 
MRS. NAOMI EVERETT, Dean Of Women. 
Mils. NELLIE A. Kf;Aai.. Matron and Secreta7'1/. 
MISS LD.LI� ... HACKl>EY. Treasurer. 
11 
For details <'oncernlng where tbtl !acuity were educated, see preced­
ing pages, "The Faculty, Session or 1908-'09." 
ST ANDING COMMITTEES. 
SESSION OF 1909-'10. 
CLASS OFFICERS. 
CLASS OF 1910-Mr. Franklin aml-------­
CLASS OF 1.911-Miss Colbert and 
CLASS OF 1912-Miss Johnson and Mr. Wylie. 
CLASS OF 1913-illiss Colwell and 
<.'LASS OF 1911-Miss Parker and 
GENERAL. 
GRADUA'l'ION-Misses Hackney and Ooltcell. 
SENIOR EXERGISE,<;-Senior Class Officers. 
JUNIOR EXERCISES-,Junior Class Officers. 
LIBRARY-Miss Stevenson, Dr. Hawo1·th ancl Mrs. Myers. 
PUBLIC EXERCISES-Miss Johnson, Dr. Haworth and Mr. Oorbly . 
.-iTUDENT SOCIALS-Mrs. Eve1·ett, Miss Staats and Mrs. Kearn. 
DAILY RECITATION SCHEDULES-Miss Hackney and Mr. Fitzgerald. 
INTEU-SOCIETY CONTES'l'S-Mr. Franklin, Mr. Wylie and Mr. Miller. 
BOARDING-Mr. Fitzgerald, Jliss Staats, Mrs. Kearn and all Club 
Manage1·s . 
.4 THLETICS-.'lfr. Vinal, Mr. Fitzgeralcl, .Hiss Staats, Mrs. Everett, 
and Mr. Franklin. 
,<;TUDENT ORGA..\"IZATIOXS--Jfr. Wylie, Jfiss Stevenson, and, Miss 
Colwell. 
CARE OF BUILDIXOS .tL.VD GROUXDS-,l!r. Myer,9, Mr. Miller, 
Mrs. Kearn a11d Miss Staats. 
,. 
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RCHOOL IMPROVEMENT-The Chairmen of all the Standing Com• 
mittce:�. 
COURSES OF STUDY-Mr. Corbly, Dr. Haworth, Mr. Fitzgerald, Mrs. 
Everett, Miss Hackne-v and Miss Johnson. 
CfJMMENCEMEN'l.' EXERCISES-The President, the Heads of Depart• 
ments, and the President of the Senior Class. 
RECOMMENDATIONS-The President, the Heads of Departments, the 
Supervisor of the Model School, a11d the Registrar, who is Seo­
retary to this Committee. 
LECTURE COURSE-Dr. Haworth, Mr. Franklin and Miss Hackney, 
of the Faculty, three members of the Y. M. C. A. and three of 
the Y. W. C. A. Dr. Haworth. Corresponding Secretary, W. H. 
Franklin, Treasurer. Grace Felton, Reco1•ding Secretary. 
COLLEGE HALL. 
DINING ROOM-Mn Kearn and Miss Hackney. 
HOUSE-Miss Staats. Mrs. Kearn and Miss Hackney. 
GOVERNMENT-Miss Staats. assisted by the President and all Teach• 
ers having rooms in the Hall . 
.t1DVISORY-The Dean of Women, the Matron and the Hall Treasurer. 
STUDENT. 
COLLEGE HALL-Appointed First lVeeTc after Opening of Session. 
SCHOOL-The Presidents of the Five Classes. and Two Ladies and 
Two Gentlemen from the Se11ior Class. One Lady and Two 
Gentlemen fro1n the J1mior Class. One Lady and One Gentle· 
man from the Sophomore Class, and One Lady front the Fresh· 
man Class in Addition to the Presidents of these Classes. 
(In Case the President of the Freshman Class be a Lady, the 
Additional Menibe1· of this Comniittee Must be a Gentleman. 
and vice versa. and in case the Preside1it of the Junior Class 
be a gentleman the rest of the Com11iittee mu.st be made up of 
Two Ladies and One Gentleman. a11d vice versa.) 
DUTIES OF STANDING COJflrllTTEES. 
For outline of these dutiE>s see catalogue, Session of 1908·'09, 
pages 10 to 15. 
HISTORICAL AND INFORMATIONAL. 
MAR, HALL COLLDGB WAS ESTABLISHED as a private school 
in 1837. 
IT WAS XA.IJED for Chief Justice John :\larshall of Virginia. 
ITS ORIGINAL NAME was "'i\larshalJ Academy." 
IX 18.j8 7'HE KAME was changed to "MarshalJ ColJege." 
IN 1 61 IT BEC,HI E u State School and its chief function be­
came that of a Normal School, but, by legislative enactment the name 
"Marshal) ColJege" was retained. 
LATER THE 1..-0UM.d.L SCIIOOL SPIRIT induced our State Legis­
lature to establish, from time to time, five branch schools to 111arshalJ 
College at the following points: Fairmont, Shepherdstown, Concord 
Church (now Athens), Glenvllle, and West Liberty. 
IN 1811, BY LEGISLATLTtE ENACT.lf.EXT the number of these 
branch schools was limited to /1,ve. 
TIIE ENROLLMENT OE' THE SCHOOL grew and tell back from 
time to time, varying till 1895-'96 from less than 100 to 185. During 
the session of 1695·'96 the nuuJuer passed the 200 mark a little, and 
since that time has gradualJy grown to 1100. 
THE WORK OF 'l'HE SCHOOL SINCE 1867 has been a combin­
ation of the Normal nnd Academic, chiefly, indeed almost wholly, 
Academic tllJ 1902, at which time the nucleus of a training school !or 
teachers, (the Model School) war, Incorporated in the work of the 
school. This Model School h&s grown grade by grade till 1909-'10, 
when alJ eight grades will be represented by about 160 children, (20 
in a grade.) Since 1902 the Normal feature has been emphasized 
more and more till now about three fourths of the graduates are from 
this department, though the interest In the Academic Department has 
gradually grown, and the number of graduates from that department 
has gradually increased from year to year. 
THE SOHOOL IS CO-EDUCATIONAL, the young ladles usually 
outnumbering the young gentlemen by a small per cent. though, one 
class In recent years had almost two gentlemen to one lady. 
NO DEGREES ARE COXJ-'ERRED. 
THE GRADE OF WORK DONE is such as to give the school stand· 
Ing and full credit for its work In such institutions as Mlchlr;an, Chi· 
rago, Leland Stanford, Columbia, Yale, Cornell and Institutions of like 
grade. One of our young men took his A. B. at Yale this year, the 
third year after leaving us, 11nd many are taking their A. B.'s the 
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second year after leaving us, though In somewhat less severe courses 
than Yale requires. THE REQUIREMENTS OF 'l_'HE STATE BOARD are such that 
no one can be elected on either the Normal or Academic Faculty who 
has not taken his A. D., or an equivalent degree, In some high class 
college or university. THE MUSIC, ART AND EXPRESSION DEPARTMENTS are 
officered by instructors who have had exceptionally fine training for 
their work, as will be noted under the heading "The Faculty," on 
preceding pages. THE AVERAGE AGE OF OUll GRADUATES runs a little higher 
each year owing to 11. gradual strengthening of the amount and kind 
of work required, and to the demand on the part of employers tor
more mature graduates. 
The age of the young ladles varies from 18 to 31, with an average 
of about 21. The extremes of the young men are about the same, but 
the average age runs from one to three years above the young ladles, 
seldom less' than two years. TIIE STUDENT BODY IIS MADE UP chiefly !rom the villages, 
towns and rural districts, with a liberal sprinkling from the cities. 
They are, as a rule, a remarkably Jaw-abiding, self-respecting, studious 
and obedient class of young people, courteous, civil and agreeable 
among themselves, and peculiarly respectful and amenable to authority. 
The most decided objection we have lo find to any considerable num­
l,er is the tendency to study too loug hours, (a tendency we are 
trying to correct), and an undue baste to graduate either young or 
500n. Behind the former tendency we flnd limited financial means 
r,nd Intense earnestness, one or both; behind the latter either vain 
parents or children, or financial limitations. A GOOD PER CENT. of the more mature young people come here 
on borrowed money, and a large per cent. are self-supporting. THERE ARE TEN CALLS POR WORK ot some kind by the 
students to pay their way or a part of It lo where we can find oppor­
tunity for one, though a gootlly numl.Jer are accommodated. It Is 
a pity indeed that some substantial loan fund cannot be provided 
for the more promising of such young people as are willing to help 
themselves when opportunity ocrers, and a great pity that work tor
a hundred or more such cannot be found. 2'BE ALUMNI now numbers 682 since the State of West Virginia 
assumed control. 
� 
( THE CAMPUS includes 16 acres of choice land near the center of Huntington, and arrangements are being made to add 7 acres 
-...m9re. Estimated value $120,000. 
f THE Bf;/LDIXGE>. all practically new, are built In a series of sections, 5 In number, totallng 400 feel In length, average width 80 









The following are the age requirements for admission to the 
dift'erent departments of the school. 
1. ART DEPABTMENT-no age limit.
2. DEPABTllfENT o•· Ex.PRESSJON-no age limit.
3. MUSTC DEPABTMENT-no age limit.
◄. MODEL DEPARTMENT-from 4 years up. 
5. NORMAL ANO ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS-males from 14 year11
up, feniales from 13 years up. 
RECOMMENDATION. 
Every student who wishes to enter any department of the school 
must first present to the President a letter of recommendation of good 
moral character, reasonably studious habits, at least ordinary Intel­
ligence, and willingness to comply with all regulations of the school. 
This letter must be written by some honorable and Influential citizen 
who Is not related to the applicant for admission, and who resides 
In the same community. The name of the writer Is entered on the 
records of the school as the one who vouches for the applicant. Said 
writer will be duly and promptly notified In case the student recom­
mended fail to verify by his habits here, or by his Intelligence, the 
correctness of the assurances set forth In the recommendation. 
In addition to the recommendation required, every student Is 
required to sign the following when he enrolls: 
I hereby agree to abide by all the rules and regulations of this 
school, Marshall College. during my connection with it as student, 
to be obedient to all properly constituted authority, and 1n case of 
any violation of rule or regulation, or disobedience to properly con­
stituted authority, I shall accept, without complaint, such punish-
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ment as said authority may attach to said violation or disobedience, 
or I shall withdraw from the school. 
Signed ........................................... ·--·· 
(The following Is Intended for male students, only): 
I furthermore pledge my word of honor that under no circum­
stances will I use tobacco In any form while on the school grounds 
or In the school buildings, either during school hours or on Saturdays, 
Sundays, or other vacation days, or while attending any exercises of 
any kind, in the buildings or on the grounds, day or night, while r 
am a student In Marshall College. 
Signed ............... ........................................... . 
The president reserves the right to suspend or expel anyone 
who Is found violating this signed assurance that tobacco will not be 
used under any circumstances, on grounds or In buildings by any 
one who Is a student. He does not Interfere with the tobacco habits 
of young men students olf the grounds, however much he may dis­
approve of these habits, particularly with the pipe, the cigarette, or 
the chewing habit. These are matters for young men to decide for 
themselves, except that he advises strongly against it, especially In 
the case of our Immature boys. Cleanllness,-shall we not say, Oom­
mon Decency,-deroands the above ruling with reference to the school 
buildings and grounds. 
CREDlTS FOR WORK DONE ELSEWHERE. 
Credit ls given for work done In any school of recognized stand· 
Ing and known thoroughness In the work it requires. The number 
and extent of these credits depend on the course of study in said 
school, the teachers under whom the work was done, and whether It 
covers the requirements here. The text book used, and especially the 
school, and the education and experience of the teacher under whom 
the work was done are the Items of Importance to us when allowing 
credits. Correspondence beforehand Is always the safer plan for 
the applicant for credits to adopt. Write the president of this school 
direct. 
Those holding First Grade certificates Issued under the new West 
Vlrglnla Jaw, or Its equivalent, will receive credits on the following 
subjects, provided they have made 90 per cent. or above on these 
subjects, and provided further that their work as students here lndi­
C'ate that their scholarship is of such proficiency as will justify our 
giving these credits, and provided, finally, that our "Parallel Read­
ing" requirements be compiled with: 1. Written Arithmetic. 2. 
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Mental Arithmetic. 3. �ography. 4. U. S. History. 6. General 
History. 6. Penmanship. 7. Bookkeeping. 8. Physiology. 9. 
Orthography. 
These credits merely excuse the applicant from pursuing these 
subjects here In school, but do not excuse him from the final exam­
inations on the subjects taught in the public schools of the state. 
See regulation concerning these examinations on another page under 
heading, "Final Examinations." Consult Index In front of this cata­
logue for this heading. 
Final examinations are required only of those who are candidates 
for graduation, but "Parallel Readings" apply to all who ask for 
credits whether they graduate or not. 
Credits will not be given on Roman history, and English history, 
unless these subjects have been completed in a good school, under 
a good teacher of history, in separate text books. The work on 
these subjects In General history will not be accepted as work on 
Roman and English history. Our students are required to use 
separate texts on Roman and English history. Credit on Greek his­
tory will be given those who have made a grade of 90 on General 
history In the West Virginia state uniform examinations, and to those 
who can furnish satisfactory grades for work done on this subject 
in General history. 
Credits will be given on any other subject in the normal or 
academic courses whenever the applicant for credits can produce a 
written statement from a school whose work can be approved. Blanks 
are furnished applicants, who may send them to the schools where 
the work was done, for filling out and for signature. On receiving 
credits, entry is made on our grade book stating where the accredited 
work was done, so that In case the applicant afterward prove defi­
cient in the subjects on which creults have been given, we may 
discontinue that school as an accredited one, or refer the one who 
discovers the Imperfection, to our records to show that the work 
was not done here. 
No student, however, no matter bow many credits be may have, 
is permitted to graduate without having spent one full year at this 
school, except by special permission of the State Board, and this 
must be his junior or senior year. 
FEES. 
NOR::\1AL AND ACADEMIC. 
The only fee required of West Virginia students for entering 
the Normal and Academic departments is the "Enrollment Fee," $2.50 
per term, which is payable at the opening of each term, fall, winter, 
ana spring, AND IS NEVER REFUNDED. NO MATTER HOW 
SHORT A 7'IME THE STUDENT MAY REMA.IN IN SCHOOL. This 
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fee is always payable in advance and should be brought when the; 
Btudent presents hi1nself for enrollment, as it is the receipt for this 
fee which must be presented to the teacher before the student can 
enter his classes. 
The fee tor the summer lerm in the Normal and Academic de­
partments is $6.00, payable in advance, and is not returnable except 
In case of continued and severe Illness. The reason the fee for the 
summer term is more than the fees for the other terms is because 
the lnRtructors who have charge of the summer term are not full­
salaried for that term by the state, receiving but little remuneration 
for their services except from this fee. 
Students from other states who wish to enter the Normal and 
Academic departments for the fall. winter and spring terms, pay, 
In add I tlon to the '"enrollment fee" ( $2.50 per term), a "tuition 
fee" of $6.00 per term, thus making their total fees tor these three 
terms $8.50 per term; but they are admitted to the summer term 
on exactly the same basis as students from West Virginia, $6.00. 
For the amount of the fees In the Departments of Art, Express­
slon and Music, see under "Contents" In front of book for pages 
on which the work of these departments is outlined. 
THE MOUEL SCHOOL. 
In cases where three or more children come from the same family 
the rates are, each child, per year, $10.00. 
In cases where there are but two children from the same family 
the rates are, each child, per year, $12.50. 
In cases where bui one child comes from each home the rates are, 
per year. $15.00. 
These fees are payable in advance tor the full year, Instead 
of by the term, as heretofore. 
The fees charged for entrance to the �lode! School go toward 
paying the salaries of the teachers of that school, also for purchasing 
t.-qulpment, library books, etc., for the children in the Model School. 
t:� Kl:-DEHGARTE:- $20.00. $22.50 A:-U $25.00 PER YEAR. 
SECOND PREPARATORY. 
The work In the Preparatory department will hereafter be divided 
into the First Preparatory and the Second Preparatory. The First 
Preparatory will consist of all those mature young men and women 
who, owing to poor educational facilities at home, have not been able 
to complete In a satisfactory manner the subjects Included In the 
regular Preparatory course, but have to do so after entering here. 
These will have seats in the Study Hall along wllh students of 
higher grade, provided, their decorum be such that they can be trusted 
to preserve an orderly bearing therein and In the hallways. 
• 
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The Second Preparatory consists of three classes or orades, ot 
pupils: 
1. "Preparatory A," or the younger preparatory pupils, and the 
"Eighth Grade" of the Model School. 
2. "Preparatory B," or tht "Seventh Grade" of the Model School,
and all others who fall more than one year but not more than two 
years below the Freshman year. 
3. "Preparatory C," or the "Sixth Grade" of the Model School
and all others who fall more than two years, but not more than three 
years below the Freshman year. 
These three classes of pupils will be seated in Room No. 40, 
under capable Instructors. 'l'uitlon in this department, Preparatory A, 
Preparatory B, and Prevaratory C, will be, S5.00 pe1· tenn of three 
months. 
�All tuitions are payable in advance. 
RECENT CHANGES. 
1. IN THE FACULTY. 
1. Dr. C. E. Haworth, head of the Department of English, was
made vice president, with added duties and responsibilities. 
2. Dr. Margaret Otis, head of the Department of Education, with­
drew at the close of the year and was succeeded by-------
3. Prof. W. W. Donaldson, head of the Department of Physics 
and Chemistry, withdrew at the close of the year and was succeeded 
by H. R. Wylie. 
4. Prof. Boyd Chambers, assistant in Latin and Greek, withdrew
at the close of the year and his place was not filled. Mr. Chambers 
came In at the opening of the winter term as general assistant for 
the rest of the year only. 
6. Miss Emma R. Parker, assistant in English and Science for
the Spring term, was made principal of the Preparatory department. 
6. Prof. Miller, assistant In Latin, English and Mathematics, 
was made a regular assistant In English , his work being. that of 
Reader of Manuscrl'pts In the divisions of Literature and Rhetoric. 
Mrs. Harriet Lyon has been chosen as supenisor of the Model 
School. 
2. IN THE ORGANIZATION OF THE SCHOOL.
The general organization of the school remains practically the 
same In the Normal and Academic departments, this organization 
including eleven departments-English, Latin, Greek, German, French, 
Mathematics, History, Biology and Geology, Physics and Chemistry, 
Education and Art. The other two departments, Music and Express­
ion, remain practically the same also. But in the Model School, 
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which comes under the Department of Education, some changes have 
been made In the organization to better adapt It to the needs of 
teachers of both graded and ungraded schools. 
Among these changes are: 
1. The division of the work Into three sub-departments-the ad· 
vanced grades, the intermediate and primary grades, and the kinder­
garten. 
3. OTHER CHANGES.
1. The Board of Regents have approved of a recommendation
that all normal graduates shall, hereafter, before receiving their diplo­
mas, pass a final examination on all the common school branches, 
one subject only at each examination, at some time during their 
attendance on the Normal School or one of Its branches. This was 
formerly the custom In one of these schools and Is regarded a good 
one. The main object Is. to ascertain whether those students who 
do their work In the common school branches before entering the 
Normal School or one of Its branches, have done this work In a man• 
ner satisfactory to the State Board of Regents and to the President 
and Principals of the Normal Schools. 
These examinations may be passed In any year of the course.­
freshman, sophomore, junior, or senlor,-as each student may choose, 
just so these final tests of their knowledge of the common school 
branches are made at some time before graduation. 
(Requirements under Article 1, above, referring to ftnal exam­
inations on the common school branches wlll, In all probability, not 
be fully enforced during the session of 1909-'10, but will be gradually 
introduced from year to year.) 
2. The recitation periods at Marshall College wlll hereafter be
one full hour In length. 
3. Except In special cases no stud1mt will be permitted to carry
more than four full subjects, that Is to say, more than 20 recitations 
per week, besides Laboratory, Seminary and Art. Of course there 
will be a few exceptions, such as cases where a student has had 
more or Jess of a subject already, where he Is reviewing, etc. 
This rule does not mclude, of course, teachers review work, al­
though In thts case we must caution them about overloading, cram­
ming, overwork, under-rest and under-sleep. 
4. No Normal student will be permitted to graduate after the
year 1909-'10 who bas bad but one 11ear of Art ( or drawing). Our 
course In this subject actually covers 176 hours, and those students 
who enter our senior year when they first come here, will be obliged, 
even during the session of 1909-'10. to do double work In Art, and 
those entering the senior class thereafter will be required to do still 
more. 
6. The tendency during the past year on the part of many etu•
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dents was to do too much work and to study too long hours. Th.is 
must be stopped if we are to safeguard the health of our students, 
and this we must do. This will be looked after in more ways than 
one, among·which will be; 
(1). Fewer studies. 
(2). Fewer afternoon laboratory periods. 
(3). Enforced outdoor exercise or gymnasium work. 
No student will be permitted, except by permission of his class 
officers and by the President, to do mo1·e than two hours' afternoon 
laboratory work per week in any one subject. If we are to educate, 
we must use educational reason and judgment about how much work 
a student may do, and when and how he is to do it; otherwise we 
must drift graduall.y to physical degeneration-at least deterioration 
-and we may as well prepare for the usual sanitarium equipment.
No student will be permitted to carry more than four full sub­
;ects-20 recitations per week, besides Laboratory and Seminary work 
-except by permission of his cl(Jss officers and the President.
The reason for this ruling is three-fold:
(a) The health of the student requires it.
(b) Thoroughness demands it.
( c) Credit for his work in the higher grade schools, of late
years, makes It compulsory. 
The first questions asked now by the high grade colleges and 
universities to which our student!! go for advanced study are: "What 
Is the length of the recitation periods?" "How many subjects are 
students permitted to carry?" "How much and what parallel readings 
are required In the various subjects?" "How much prose composi­
tion and sight translation In the languages?" "What text books 
are used?" 
Within the last two years there has been practically an educa-­
tional revolution on the subjects, "length of recitation," "number of 
recitations per week," "parallel readings," and a few other require­
ments In the Interest of thoroughness, due, In no small degree to the 
Investigations being made by the Carnegie Educational Foundations 
organization, and at last this has reached the secondary schools of 
the countrr. we are very glad to note, requiring them , if they want 
credit In the colleges and universities, to reduce their work to stand­
:.rds of thoroughness. The secondary schools, on the other hand, 
among which are the normal schools, will, in turn, have to demand 
higher standards of those who come to us for credits, and so the good 
work In the Interest of thoroughness is reaching down to the very 
uottom of our educational system. 
PART 111. 
COURSES OF STUDY. 
WORK PREPARATORY TO ALL COURSES. 
Spelling. 
Reading. 
U. S. History I. 
English Grammar I. 
Political Geography 
Mental Arlth. l. 







Physiology. U. S. History I l. 
English Grammar II. English Grammar II I. 
I. Political Geography 
Mental Arlth. II. 
Written Arith. IL 
Penmanship. 









•English Grammar IV. 
*Manual Arts.
0Greek History. ••Roman History.
*Elementary Algebra I. *Elemen. Algebra I I.
*The Sentence and •The Sentence and






••English History I., ••English History II., 
or MedlrevaI History. or Modern History. 




*Academic Algebra HI. 




or Chemistry I. 
Junior English I. 
*Plane Geometry r. 
••zoology (4). 
Manual Arts (1). 
JUNIOR YEAR. 
Physics II. 
or Chemistry II. 
Junior English II. 
Plane Geometry rr.• 
**Physiography ( 4). 
Manual Arts (1). 
SENCOR YEAR. 
Methods (2). :\Iethods (2) 
Teaching (2). Teaching (2). 
Psychology ( 2). Psychology ( 2). 
Manual Arts (2). Manual Arts (2). 
Senior English I. Senior English II. 
Review Work (1). Review Work (2). 
Hist. of Education (3). Pedagogy (3). 
Domestic Science or School Sanitation and 
Agr. & Forestry(3) Architecture (2). 
Physics III., or 
Chemistry III., or 
Plane Trigonometry.• 




ogy ( 4). 
Manual Arts (1). 
Methods (1). 
1'eaching ( 1). 
Educational Psycbolo• 
gy ( 2). 
Manual Arts (2). 
Senior English Ill. 
Review Work (2). 
Ethics (3). 
Sociology ( 3). 
Child Development (1). 
Recitations In all subjecti; In all courses ot study FIVE TIMES per 
week unless otherwise Indicated by Arabic numerals, and ALL recitations 
ONE HOUR In length. 
• Classes In subjects marked thus ( •) will be organized at the opening 
of EACH term It enough calls tor them . 
.. Classes In subject!< marked thus ( ••) will be organized at the open­
Ing ot MORE THAN ONE term It enough calls tor same. 
New classes In all Preparatory studies will be organized at opening 
of each term It need bC'. 
All Normal Seniors are expected to be able to read simple music at 
sight before they graduate. 
A review class In Spelling, Defining, Pronunciation and Word Study 
will be organized at I he opening of each year hereafter tor the benefit of 
all Seniors who fall to pass the final test In spelling at the opening of the 
year. This cla,is will meet once per week. 
FORTY-EIGHT "units" are required Lo complete this course. A UNIT 
Is three months' work In any ,mbject, recitations FIVE TIMES per 
week. A POINT Is ONEl-FIFTH of a UNIT. 
THREE substitutions (units) from any of the other courses and only 
three, may be made In this course, provided the president approve of 
them. 
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MODERN LANGUAGE COURSE. 






l Latin 11., German, I Latin III., German,
•• French. •• l French. 
*Greek History. •Roman History.
Elementary Algebra I. Elementary Algebra II. 
The Sentence and the The Sentence and the 
Paragraph I. Paragraph II. 
SOPHOMORE l"EAR. 
l Latin IV., German,
\ 
Latin V., German, I Latin VI., German, 
•• French, Greek. .. French, Greek. •• l French, Greek. 
Rhetoric I. Rhetoric II. Rhetoric III. 
l English History I., j English History II., Botany or Commercial 
• or Medireval History." or Modern History. Geography.
Academic Algebra I. Academic Algebra II. • Academic Algebra III. 
JUNIOR YEAR. 
l German, French, j German, French, .. j German, French,
•·• Greek. •• Greek. Greek. 
Junior English I. Junior English II. Junior English III. 
Plane Geometry I. Plane Geometry II. Solid Geometry, or 
•Zoology (4). •Advanced Physiology Economics, or 
Drawing ( Science) (1). ( 4). or Physiography. Astronomy. 
Physics I., or 
Chemistry I. 
Drawing (Science) (1). •Geology and Mineral­
ogy ( 4). 
SENIOR YEAR. 
Physics II., or 
Chemistry II. 
Drawing (Science) (1). 
Physics III., or 
Chemistry III. 
German, French Greek. German, French Greek. German, French Greek. 
An11 two of these. Any tioo of these. Any two of these. 
Senior English I. Senior English II. Senior English HI. 
• Six of the nine UNITS thus marked are required, at least two ot 
which must be science. 
•• Ot the UNITS marked with a double airterlsk, ONE Is required when 
the unit marked with a single asterisk Is counted; otherwise TWO are 
required. EIGHTEEN units of language, besides English, are required, not 
fewer than TWELVE of which must be Modern Language. FORTY-EIGHT 
units besides the Preparatory Work are required to complete this course. 
A UNIT ls three months' work In one subject, five recitations a week. 
A POINT Is ONE-FIFTH of a UNIT. 
For subjects that :<re repeated once or more each year, that Is new 
classes organized at opening of more than one term, see foot-note with 
asterisk and double asterisk under Normal course on preceding page. New 
classes In German, French and Greek, as well as Latin, will be organized 
more than once per year If sufficient calls for same. 
THREE units of any other course, and ONLY three, may be substituted 





Latin II. Latin 111. 
Hebrew History. Greek History. Roman History. 
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English Grammar IV. Elementary Algebra I. Elementary Algebra II. 
Manual Arts (6). The Sentence and the The Sentence and the 
Paragraph l. Paragraph II. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR. 
l Latin IV., Greek, j Latin V., Greek, l Latin VI., Greek, .. German, French. •• German, French. .. German, French.
Rhetoric I. Rhetoric II. Rhetoric III. 
•English History I., or •English History 11.,
Medlreval History. or Modern History. 
Academic Algebra I. Academic Algebra II. 
JUNIOR YEAR. 
Botany or Commercial 
Geography. 
•Academic Algebra III.
l Latin, Greek, j Latin, Greek, j Latin, Greek,.. German, French. •• German, French. " • German, French. 
Junior English I. Junior English II. Junior English III. 
Plane Geometry I. Plane Geometry II. Solid Geometry, or 
•zoology ( 4). • Advanced Physiology, Economics, or
Drawing (Science) (1). or Physiography ( 4) Astronomy. 
Physics I., or Chem­
istry I. 
Latin, Greek, German, 
French. 
Ant1 two of these. 
Senior English I. 
Drawing (Science) (1). •Geology and Mineral• 
ogy (4). 
Drawing (Science) (1). 
SENIOR YEAR. 
Physics II., or Chem- Physics III., or Chem-
istry II. lstry III. 
Latin, Greek, German, 
French. 
Anti two of these. 
Senior English II. 
Latin, Greek, German, 
French. 
Ant1 two of these. 
Senior English III. 
• Three of the six UNITS thus marked are required, at least two of
'\\•hlch must be science. 
•• Of the UNITS marked with a double asterisk, ONE Is required when
the unit marked with a single aaterlsk Is counted; otherwise TWO are 
required. EIGHTEEN units of language, besides English. are required, 
not fewer than TWELVE of which must be Classic Language. FORTY­
EIGHT units besides the Preparatory Work are required to complete this 
course. 
A UNIT Is three months' work In one subject, five recitations a week. 
A POINT le ONE-FIFTH of a UNIT. 
For organization of new classes In any subject more than once per 
term see toot-notes under the Normal and the Modern Language courses 
on the two preceding pages. 
THREE units or any other course, and ONLY three, may be substi­
tuted !or three In this course with the President's permission. 
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SCIENCE COURSE. 
FRESHMAN YEAR. 
Latin 1., German, Latin 11., German, Latin Ill., German, 
French. French. French. 
Hebrew History. Greek History. Roman History. 
Advanced Mental Arlth.Elementary Algebra I. Elementary Algebra 11. 
English Grammar IV. The Sentence and the The Sentence and the
Drawing. Paragraph I. Paragraph II. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR. 
Latin IV., Greek, Latin V., Greek, Latin IV., Greek, 
German, French. German, French. German, French. 
Rhetoric I. Rhetoric I I. Rhetoric II I. 
English History I., or English History II., or Botany or Commer­
cial Geography. Medlreval History, Modern History. 
Academic Algebra I. Academic Algebra 11. Academic Algebra II I. 
--------------- -
J/.JNIOR YEAR. 
Latin, Greek, German. Latin, Greek, German, Latin, Greek, German, 
French. French. French. 
Junior English I. Junior English II. Junior English III. 
Plane Geometry I. Plane Geometry II. Solid Geometry, or 
Zoology ( 4). Advanced Physiology, Economics, or 






Drawing (Science) (1). Geology and Mineral­
ogy ( 4). 
Drawing (Science) (1). 
SENIOR YEAR. 
Physics II. Physics Ill. 
Chemistry I I. Chemistry II I. 
Spherical Trlgono- Analytical Geometry 
metry. or College Algebra. 
Mechanical Drawing I. Mechanical Drawing II. 
FORTY-EIGHT units besides the Preparatory Work are required to 
t'Omplete this course. 
A UNIT Is three months' work In one subject, five recitations a week. 
A POINT Is ONE-FIFTH or a UNIT. 
For organization of new classes In any subject more than once per 
year see root-notes uniter the Normal and the Modern Language course■ 
two and three pages In tront of this. 
Three UNITS or any other course, and ONLY three, may be substituted 
for three of this course by permission of the President. 
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NOTES ON COURSES OF STUDY. 
The three sub�titutions reterred to in the foot-notes under the 
courses of study can not be made tor many subjects; but few ot the 
subjects in any course are regarded of sufficiently minor Importance 
to permit substitutions, hence before any student figures on substi­
tutions he should consult the president, who does not look with much 
favor on substitutions beyond the options indicated in the various 
courses. 
All recitations are one hour in length. 
Read the Coot-notes under the course of study lo which you 
are Interested. 
Graduates from the Nonoal Course are entitled to a No. One 
teachers' certificate, good for five years, which, under certain con­
ditions, Is renewable. 
The Normal Course includes 175 recitations, or hours, in Art, 
besides the preparation; the Language Courses include 100 recita­
tions, and the Science Course 220 recitations. 
Each of the Language Courses includes 18 units of language 
besides English, not fewer than 12 or which must be in the modern 
languages in the Modero Language Course, and not fewer than 12 
must be In the classic languages in the Classic Course. 
A -unit, as stated elsewhere, is 3 months' work in any subject, 
recitations five times per week; in other words a unit Is about 60 
hours of recitation in any subject. 
A point is one-fifth o! a unit, or 12 hours of recitation. 
A term varies from 11 to 13 weeks, except the Summer Term, 
which Is, in fact, a half term-6 weeks. 
A sessi<m is ni11e mc,nths' work,-from the September opening 
to the June Commencement. 
SUGGESTION. 
When a student writes us about sc/1001 matters, he will greatly 
oblige if he will give his Cou11ty as well as his P. 0. address, and 
write clearly, not making his "n's" and "u's" allke, especially, no� 
yet his •'i's" and "e's." It is a safe habit to cross one's "t's " also. 
Many letters are returned to us because no one can read the name; 
hence, we guess at it and often miss it. 
TEACHERS' REVIEW WORK. 
Arithmetic, Written ...... Any Good Book .................. 3 months 
Arithmetic, Mental. ...... Brooks .......................... 3 months 
Bookkeeping ............ Budget System ................... 3 months 
Civil Government ......... Any Good Book .................. 3 months 
Geography, Political ...... Any Good Book .................. 3 months 
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Geography, Physical. ..... Tarr ............................ 3 months 
(Patrick's Lessons, or ) 
Grammar• ...... ........ (Reed & Kellogg's Higher ) ... 3 months 
( Lessons In English ) 
History, United States .... Any Good Book .................. 3 months 
History, General. ........ Any Good Book .................. 3 months 
History, Grecian ......... Any Good Book .................. 3 months 
History, Roman .......... Any Good Book .................. 3 months 
H1story, English ......... Any Good Book .................. 3 months 
Drawing ......•.....••.• No 'I'ext Required ................ 3 months 
Orthography ............ Text Prepared by the president ... 3 months 
Penmanship ............. Slanting Hand ................... 3 months 
Physiology .............. Any Good Book .................. 3 months 
Theory & Art of Teaching . White ........................... 3 months 
The above subjects are taught by the most experienced members 
of the faculty, and are not conducted on the "cramming school" plan 
as Is customary In the average so-called "summer normal." While 
the work is review work it Is none the less thorough, and when the 
student makes bis standing In class he gets credit on his regular 
Normal course for It, which Is decidedly to his advantage should he 
graduate at some future time. Most of thls work is done during the 
Spring term, though many teachers are with us every term to do 
this work. 
THE WORK. 
OF THE COURSES OUTLINED BY DEPARTME'NTS. 
The work of the school Is organized under th.irtee11 distinct head· 
lngs known as departments. These are: 
1. ART, ,. ENGLISH, 
2. MUSIC, 8. HISTORY,
s. LATIN, 9. EDUCA7'ION,
4, GREEK. 10. EXPRESSION,
-�- FRENCH, 11. MATHEMATICS,
6. GERMAN, .l'L. BIOLOGY AND GEOLOGY,
13. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.
In outlining the work under the various departments the plan 
adopted Is, to refer to consecutive terms uuder any subject by means 
of Roman numerals. For example: Latin I. means the first term 
of the first year work in Latin: Latin IL means the second term 
of the first year work; Latin III. means the third term of the first 
year work; Latin IV. means the first term of the second year work, 
and so on up to Latin XII., which means the third term of the fourth 
year work. The same is true of Greek, German, French, Physics, 
Geometry, and all other subjects coveriug more than one term. 
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It will be observed further that "one tenn" means three month,, 
and that the work of three month,, or one term, In any subject,-flve 
recitations per week,-ls referred to by this school as a "unit," also 
that all recitations are one hour In length. 
ENGLISH. 
Pl!l,;PABATORY YEAR. 
Ga.un,1A.R I. Elementary principles of grammar. The parts of speech. 
Patrick's Lesaons in Grammar i8 used in th.is course. Oral and writ­
ten composition are constantly emphasized. Oral sentences lllustrat­
ive of principles under immediate study are constructed and criticized 
in class. This practical and more technical method Is expanded Into 
11hort story telling In relating anecdotes, fables or Incidents, In the course 
of which the instructor may note the unconscious application of 
principles under discussion. The written work of this year consists 
of a weekly theme, on an assigned subject within the range of the 
students experience. These are reviewed and corrected by the Instruct­
or, returned to the writer with Individual or class criticism as the 
rase seems to justify. Another feature of the year's work consists 
In a weekly or semi-monthly discussion of assigned stories. These 
stories must be short, Interesting and wholly within the comprehen­
sion of the pupil. In these various ways the formal study of gram­
mar is lifted out of dead and deadening routine Into a live class 
exercise. The stimulus of real growth Is felt without the sense of 
weight and ennui that usually attaches to formal grammatical detail. 
G11.un.£A.R II. Patric/.,'s lessons in grammar continued. The parts 
of speech, declension, conjugation, analysis, parsing and punctuation. 
Oral and written composition and study of assigned stories as out­
lined In I. 
GRAMMAR III. Advanced grammar, Nouns, Noun Clauses, Pronouns, 
Adjectives, Adjective Clauses, analysis and parsing. Oral and written 
composition continued. Hawthorne's Wonder Book. Carpenter's Gram­
mar Is the text used. 
Fll.ESHMAN YEAR. 
GRAMMAR IV. Advanced grammar continued. Verbs, Verb phrases, 
Infinitives, Participles, Adverbs, Prepositions and Conjunctions, analy­
sis and parsing. Composition work continued. Reading Irving's 
Sketch Book. Carpenter's Granimar Is the text used. 
GRAMMAR V. The Sentence and the Paragraph. This Is a course 
in analysis and composition. The structure of the sentence Is studied 
logically by analytic detail. Dally themes consisting of a single para­
graph of fifty to one hundred words form an Important part of the 
work of this course. The Vicar of Wakefield Is read out of class, and 
one recitation period of each week Is given to a discussion of the 
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story from the various points o! view which it affords. Ki1nball's 
English Sentence, as far as Infinitives, is the text used. 
GRAM)CAR VI. The Sentence and the Paragraph. The analytic 
study of the sentence completed. Scott's Ivanhoe is read out of class, 
with class treatment as in I, except that topics will be assigned for 
special reports. Kimball's English Sentence, completed. 
SOPUOl\tORE YEAR. 
RHETORIC I. Exercises in the correct use of Nouns and Pronouns; 
practice in writing narratives and descriptions (The usual require­
ment in Composition m Rhetoric I and II, Is a theme of 300 to 400 
words once a week. Occasionally a longer theme is substituted for 
one or more shorter ones); a study of specimens of narration and 
exposition in good literature; a study of George Eliot's "Silas Marner" 
as a narrative with a plot. l Some of the literature studied In Rhetoric 
I, II and III, is read out of class, and some of it is read in class; all 
of it Is covered by oral and written exercises that thoroughly test 
the student's knowledge of the work.) Text-Hill's Beginnings• of 
llhetoric and Composition. 
RHETORIC II. Exercises In the correct use of Verbs, Adjectives, 
Adverbs, Prepositions and Conjunctions; a study or the qualities of 
Pxpression; practice in writing narratives, descriptions, and exposi­
tions; a discussion of the forms of poetry; a study of short selections 
as specimens of different kinds of versification; a brief study of 
Coleridge's "Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner" and Shakespeare's "Julius 
C:esar." Text-Hi!!'s Beginnings of Rhetoric and Composition. 
RHETORIC III. A further study of diction and the forms of compo­
sition; daily practice in writing themes; a study of Macaulay's "Life 
of Johnson," and Burke's "Speech on Conciliation with America." Par­
ticular attention will be given to theme work in this course. 
JUNIOR YEAR. 
Jux10n E�GLISH I. AMERICAN LITERATURE I. This course is mainly 
historical, at the close of which special attention will be given to the 
writers of the Revolution. The drift of English Literature In the 
Seventeenth and particularly the Eighteenth century is held In view 
for comparative or historical reasons. The course is given principally 
by lecture varied with frequent quizzes and discussions. Class dis­
cussions are particularly encouraged, and every effort Is made to insure 
that vital touch of heart with subject so necessary In a soulful study 
of literature. The library has been supplemented by numerous refer­
ence works. The composition work of this course consists of minor 
themes, to be handed in each alternate Friday, and one major theme 
of not less than two thousand words to be handed in at the close of 
each term. The minor themes will consist of about two hundred words, 
I 
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and are designed to test the students' ability to apply the principles 
of composition in his own work. A stutly in class or these principles 
will be made each Friday_ While the student will have had the technical 
e.nd practical features of this work previous to the Junior year, yet 
the direct application of his knowledge will be further insisted upon
through the Junior and Senior yen1·s. The student is expected to
acquire such readiness in applying the principles of Clearness, Mass,
Coherence and Force, that their use will become habitual. Themes
illustrating these principles will be read in class and critically dis­
cussed. Inability to prat'tically apply the principles of composition to
one's own uses and advantage is too general, and the purpose or 
this course is to bring theory and practice into such contact that 
the memory of the one can be wholly forgotten in the exercise of
the other. 
JUNIOR EN0LlSH II. AMERICAN LITERATURE II. This course wm 
include a hand to hand study or the leading American poets and prose 
writers. Very little time will be devoted to biographical detail. Minor 
and major themes required. 
JUNIOR ENGLISH III. ENGLISH LITERlTURE I. This course embraces 
a historical review of early English Literature, !or which ample library 
reference ls afforded, and also a study of the minor works of Chaucer, 
with the reading of "The Prologue" and the "Knight's Tale" of the 
Canterbury Tales. 
SENIOR YEAR. 
ENGLISH LITERATURE II. SENIOR EN0LISll I. Historical review of 
literature from Chaucer to Shakespeare. The significance of the writ• 
Inge of Surrey and Wiatt particularly noted. The development of the 
English Drama, Spencer's Fairy Queen; Cantos I. and II. read In 
class. Shakespeare. Minor and major themes required. 
SENIOR ENGLISH II. ENGLISH LIT),:RATURE III. Milton, Dryden, Pope, 
and the literature of the Eighteenth century. Critical study by 
lecture on contrast In spirit between Elizabethan and Eighteenth cen­
tury literature. Major and minor themes required. 
SENIOR EN0LISII III. EMlLISH LITEIIATURE IV. Poetry of the Nine­
teenth century. Bronson's English Poems used In this course. This 
course is particularly designed to inspire critical and appreciative 
study of great English poems from the Lyrical Ballads of Rossetti. 
Minor and major themes directly applicable to the work in hand 
required. 
HISTOiff. 
This department includes History, Civics, Economics and Soci­
ology. 
The History work Includes West Virginia History, United States 
History, Bible History, History of Greece and the Orient, Rome, 
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Europe and England. Two Elementary courses In United States 
History are offered, whlch students not sufficiently prepared !or be­
ginning the study of Ancient History are required to take. State 
History, primarily for teaC'hers, Is offered only during the Spring 
term. The student must master the text, due emphasis being placed 
upon the study of government, and acquire a satisfactory knowledge 
of hlstorical geography from the use o! outline maps, blackboard 
drawings, wall charts, etc. Collateral reading involving references to 
secondary authorities anu belected sources, not less than 600 pages 
Is required. More of this kind o! work is demanded from advanced 
than from elementary classes. Bi-weekly written reports are made 
as to the amount read. Topics and search questions are assigned for 
study and written reports, it being the aim to make this sufficient 
to necessitate the requisite amount of reading, to stimulate the Interest 
or the student, and to develop the judgment of the pupil with refer­
ence to the Importance of leaders, measures, periods and nations. Lec­
tures are sometimes given, but the time for class work Is principally 
devoted to quizzes, papers upon topics previously assigned !or Investi­
gation, and class discussion. 
The work In Economics, Sociology and Civics Is pursued In a 
similar way. 
The following is a list of the courses given In this department: 
1. THE UNITED STATES TO 1789. Text-M�ntgomery's Leading 
Facts in American History. 
2. THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1789. Text-Montgomery's Leading
Facts in . .11.?nerican History. 
3. THE UNITKD STATES-A Teacher's Review Course.
4. THE HEBREWS. From Abraham to the Absorption of Judea
by Rome. 
6. THE ORIENT AND GREECE. Text-Botsford's Historv of the
Orient and (}'reece. 
6. RoME. Text-Morey's Outline, of Roman Historv.
7. Tm: M&olA.EVAL PEIUOD. Text-Harding's Essentials of Medi,.
aeval and Modern History. 
8. THE MODERN PERIOD. Text-Harding's Essential, of Medi.M­
t/al and Modern Historv. 
9. ENGLAND ro 1603. Text-<::heyney's Short History of England.
10. ENGLAND SINCE 1603. Text-<::heyney's Short Historv of
England. 
11. WEST VIRGINIA. Texts-Lewis, Fast and Maxwell.
12. Crv1cs. A Study of American Government; Contrasts with
European Forms. Text-Moses. 
13. ECONOMICS. The Principles of Political Economy. Text­
Lauohlin. 
14. SOCIOLOGY. Society; Its Development, Relationships and Prob­
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MATHEMATIOS. 
BooKKEEl'IN0. One unit. Text-The Inductive Set of Commercial 
and Industrial Book.keeplng.-Sadler-Rowe. 
This Is a budget system, teaching the principles of single and 
double entry, the use of the journal, cash book, ledger, balance sheet, 
how to keep a bank account and how to prepare all papers necessary 
in conducting an ord1nary retail business. 
MENTAL ABJTHMETJC I. Drlll In the four fundamental operations, 
factoring, tractions and tables o! weights and measures. 
The easy problems are omitted-problems are solved without book 
or pencil. 
D1tbb's Complete Mental Arithmetic to Section IV., page 125. 
MENTAL ABJTHMETIC II. Proportion, Interest, involution and evolu­
tion, miscellaneous problems. Solution o! problems without book or 
pencil. 
MENTAL AIIITHlllETIC lll. Brook's Mental Arithnietic completed, 
beginning at Section VI., page 102. 
ABlTH�tET1c I. Fractions, decimal fractions, denominate numbers, 
longitude and time. Milne·s Standard Arithmetic, pages 99 to 204. 
ARITHMETIC II. Practical measurements o! surface, percentage, 
profit and loss, taxes, duties, Insurance, lnterest-partlal payments, 
discount, stocks and bonds, exchange. Milne's Standard Arithmetic, 
pages 204 to 311. 
AIIITHMETIC III. Ratio, proportion, Involution, evolutlon-6Quare 
and cube root, progressions, divisors and multiples, circulating deci­
mals, measurements o! solids, metric system. Milne·s Standard Arith­
,netic, pages 312 to 417. 
ALGEBRA I. The four fundamental operations, the solution o! sim­
ple equations, factoring, divisors and multiples. Milne's Elements of 
Algebra, to page 90. 
A.LoEllRA II. Fractions, principles of Involution and evolution. 
Milne's Elements completed. 
ALGEBRA III. Factoring, divisors and multiples, fractions, complex 
fractions, the solution of equations of the first degree containing one 
or more unknown quantities. Milne's Standard Algebra, pagea 92 
to 207. 
ALGEBRA IV. Involution and evolution, fractional and negative ex­
ponents, quadratic equations - simultaneous quadratic equations. 
Milne's Standard Algebra, pages 207 to 350. 
ALGEBRA V. General review, ratio and proportions, the progress­
ions, imaginary numbers, elementary treatment of Inequalities, varia­
bles, binomial theorem, 11.88 of logarithms, undetermined coe.fflclents, 
permutations and combinations. Milne's Standard Algebra completed. 
GEOMETRY I. Plane Geometry. Demonstrations of theorems and 
constructions and demonstrations of problems, lines, triangles, quad­
rilaterals, polygons and circles. Milne·s Geometry, Books I and II. 
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GEOMETRY II. Plane Geometry. Ratio and proportion, demonstra­
tions or theorems. constructions and demonstrations or prdblems, 
including lengths of lines and areas of triangles, parallelograms, trape­
zoids, regular polygons and circles. Milne's Geometry, Books III., IV., 
V. and VI.
GEOMETRY IIL Solld Gi!ometry. Demonstrations or theorems and
problems, Including planes, dihedral and polyhedral angles, prisms, 
pyramids, similar and regular polyhedrons, cylinders, cones and 
spheres. Milne's Geometry, Books VIL, vnr., IX. 
TRIOO:'i'OMETRY I. Plane Trigonometry. Definitions of trigonomet­
ric functions and ratios, functions of 0, 30, 45, 60, 90, etc., degrees, 
formulas for the sine, cosine, tangent and cotangent of the sum and 
difference or two angles, for twice an angle and halt an angle, anti­
trigonometric functions, the use of trigonometric tables and the solu­
tion of right and oblique triangles. Wells' Plane Trigonometry. 
TmooNOMETRY II. Spherical Trigonometry. Deviation of formu­
las for right and oblique spherical triangles, Napier's rules, six cases 
of oblique triangles, area of spherical triangles, geographical and 
astronomical problems. Wells' Spherical Trigonometry. 
A.LoEDRA VI. ( CoLLEOE ALGEBRA). The course Ln College Algebra 
includes the following required subjects: Inequalities, Indeterminate 
equations, mathematical Induction, logarithms, undetermined coeffi­
cients, partial fractions, the general discussions of the blnomlnal theo­
rem, the exponential and logarithmic series, theory of equations. 
The subjects-convergeucy of series, summation of lines and deter­
minates, will be optional. Wells' University Algebra. 
ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY. Plane Analytical Geometry, co-ordinates, 
loci of equations, the straight line, parallels and perpendiculars­
the circle, parabola, ellipse and hyperbola, tangents and normals, 
_poles and polars. Nichols' Analytical Geometry. 
BIOLOGY AND GEOLOGY. 
'l'he courses In this department are so arranged that each course 
•depends upon the one preceding it. Students are requLred to take
the subject In the order nllilled, but may follow one or both of the
two divisions.
The courses are given 1U1 follows: 
BIOLOGY COURSE: GEOLOGY COURSE: 
Drawing Drawing. 
Physiology I. Political Geography. 
Botany Commercial Geography. 
Zoology Physiography. 
Physiology IL Mineralogy. 
Forestry Geology. 
Agriculture or Domestic Science Astronomy. 
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GEOLOG\'." COURSE. 
DRAWING. Students are required to take this course In prepara­
tion for work In science. This course follows the outline of courses 
in the Art Department. The following topics are emphasized: Prin­
ciples of free-hand drawing with pencil, pen, and brush; color; map­
drawing; structural drawing; modeling; and block diagrams. 
POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY I. NORTH AMERICA. 1. The general work 
in Geog. I. w111 be a study of North America. The special point 
during the first part of the term w111 be the agencies which change 
topography. A study of the topographic features that occur in the 
vicinity. The problems and processes involved In drainage are 111us­
trated near school grounds. A general study of glaciation w111 be 
made with special application to New England. 
From a knowledge of the rocky soil and through the use of pic­
tures and descriptions, a study of rivers, forests, hms, boulders, water 
power, and climate of the region In relation to the principal Indus­
tries-manufacturing, agricultural and fishing, w111 be made. 
Location of towns and cities as determined by the topographic 
causes wtll be noted. The rocks in the vicinity will be studied. 
2. A study of the topographic regions of the United States with 
a special study of the Mississippi basin Industrially considered: (1) 
cotton belt, (2) grain belts, (3) sugar cane belt, (4) rice belt, (5) 
grazing belt. 
3. A study of the entire continent, including polar and tropical
regions, will be continued. 
Visits will be made to the industriai plants In the city which 
will supplement class room work. 
4. During the entire year for political geography, current geogra­
phy wl!I have an important place in the curriculum. A period each 
week will be devoted to the study of current events. 
5. Expression. Drawings 1llustrat!ng type scenes of plains, 
mountains, arid regions and tundra will be made; also map showing 
plateaus and mountains. 





3. Topography: Location, extent and altitude of mountains, 
plateaus and plains. 
4. Drainage: Great continental slopes. Location of the Arctic, 
Pacific, Atlantic, Indian and inland drainage systems. 
5. Climate: Prevailing winds. Monsoons. Cause of Monsoons, 
effect of ocean currents. Areas of heavy precipitation, of little pre­
cipitation. Account for these conditions. 
◄ 
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6. Vegetation: Location and areas of tundra, forest, steppes,
deserts and "black earth region." Reasons for position of each. Effect 
of each upon human life. 
7. People: Regions where Important civlllzations have devel­
oped and persisted to the present time. 
Conditions favorable to the growth of European clvlli1rnit1on, to 
the Indian and his civilizations, to the Chinese and hie clvlUzations. 
8. Our commercial relations with the leading countries will be 
emphasized. 
9. Sand models, chalk models, maps, drawings of type scenes
will be an Integral part of the work. 
POLITICAL GEOORAPHY III. SOUTH Al\fEJUCA, AFRICA, AUSTRALIA. 
1. South America: A continent similar to North America In struc­
ture, but differing In Its climatic conditions-hence differing In Its 
agricultural, commercial and social relations. 
The same general plan Is followed as In the study of North 
America. Museum collection will be used to Illustrate the trade 
relations between the United States and South America. 
2. Africa: A contineut dltterlng In structure from those already
studied. A continent greatly retarded in Its development because 
of Its desert conditions, plateau formation, and slightly eroded rl,ver 
valleys. 
Points to be considered, and purpose to be attained are the same 
as In previous study. 
3. Australia: A continent similar to South America In location,
but dlfl'.erlng from it in climatic, Industrial and commercial features. 
A study of current events during the year serves to unite all 
continents with our own. 
ColnIERCJAL GEOGRAPHY. This course comprises a study of the 
people In their Industrial and Institutional life, and a comparative 
study of the commercial nallons. A period each week Is devoted to 
the study of current events related to the course. 
The pupil Is first made acquainted with library methods of study. 
The following topics are considered: Dewey System of Classification, 
Card Catalogues, Indices and Bibliographies. 
The course ls outlined as follows: 
1. Natural conditions controlling commerce, the principles of
trade; unequal endowment of regions In advantages of position, in 
relief, minerals, soil, climate, character of vegetation, industrial 
development. 
2. Means of transportation: Conditions and forces of land trans­
)JOrtatlon; of water transportation; !unction of water ways in fixing 
rates; character and significance of harbors; the logic of ocean routes. 
3. Means of communication: The postal, the parcels post, ocean
r.ables, the telegraph, the telephone, wireless transmission.
• 
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4. Commodities of the countries taken up In topographic sec•
tlons with special reference to the United States. 
6. The development of manufacturing, with special reference to
our own country and State. 
6. Government revenues from commerce: Direct taxes, Indirect 
taxes, tariffs, Internal revenues. Government aids to consular officers, 
lighthouses, harbors, navies, subsidies, bounties, publications, fairs, 
expositions, co=erclal museums. 
A museum showing the actual material of commodity In Its 
various stages of preparation of manufacture Is to be found on the 
third floor. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY. The aim of this course Is to cultivate the sclen­
tlflc habit or thinking. We accept most or our knowledge as pure 
information. The plan ls to Question the student in such a way 
that he wlll have to think out the answer with the lesson as a basis 
of thought rather thau repeat what has been memorized from a book. 
Each student ls required to do this thinking while standing, that 
he may attain sell assurance and be an easy thinker. The topics 
are taken up in the following order: 1. The Earth as a Globe. 
2. The Atmosphere. 3. The Land. 4. The Ocean.
Experiments are performed in presence of the class. Each mem­
ber then writes up the exercise, keeping three points in view­
method, observation, and inference. 
It Is proposed to Introduce exercises in the geographical labora­
tory. It is intended that the pages of Questions and directions be 
bound with class exercises in the note book. The laboratory Is abund­
nntly supplied with a globe, maps, relief models, and about a hun­
dred topographic folios of the United States Geological survey. Prac­
tice ls given In reading pictures so that the pupil may acquire 
ablllty to interpret geographical forms. 
Excursions are made to lllustrate the general principles. 
MlNERALOOY AND GEOLOGY. This course ls open to th08e only who 
have taken physiography. The aim of the first part of the course 
l11 to enable the atudent to know and Identify minerals, rocks and 
soils-their properties, uses, varieties and classlftcaUon. The student 
Is expected to do fteld work and make Individual collections. Each 
student Is furnished with a cabinet of 30 minerals, a blow-pipe and 
other necessary appliances. 
The latter part of the term Is devoted to geology proper. The 
class work includes a study of the principles of geology and collateral 
reading. 
The laboratory exercises in this part of the course are designed 
to IIIUBtrate by means of rocks and fossils, photographs, mape and 
sections, the origin and mode of occurrence of the local formatwn.s 
of the state, their Interpretation and representation. The study of the 
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coal formation in the state as to economical Importance, varieties, 
properties and history of coal age is emphasized. 
The field excursions comprise a series of observations upon the 
weathering of rocks; the Ohio river phenomena; stratified rocks, 
Including conglomerates: sandstones, shales and limestones; !olds; 
joints; clevage; terraces; ox-bow cutol!s; coal formation; iron form• 
atlon; concretions; dendrites, and a collection of fosslls. The region 
offers abundant resources for geological study. 
AsTRONOlllY. To this subject one term, three months, is given. 
The object being to give the student an lntelllgent grasp of the 
fundamentals of astronomy. Moulton Is used as a text. 
BIOLOGY CoUBSE. 
P11vs10LOOY l. This course consists of the study of an elementary 
text book. The practical application of the facts of anatomy and 
physiology to personal hygiene are always emphasized. The text 
book work is Illustrated by charts and drawings. In demonstrating 
the groes anatomy of organs the Instructor dissects such animals a.a 
the cat or rabbit. The vital processes In living animals are demon• 
strated such as the circulation in the web of a frog's foot, the respln.­
tory movements, the pulse wave, etc. The subject Is also taught by 
the aid of a human skeleton, microscopic sections of tissues, and 
experiments. 
BOTANY. This course aims to Impart to the student an Insight 
into the life of plants-dealing with the principal topics In Botany-
1,tructure, functions, habits, classificatlou, distribution, adaptations 
and uses. 
The practical work in this course is conducted In small sections 
under the direct supervision of the head of the department. Each 
pupil keeps a record of notes and fully labeled drawings made at the 
time of original observations. The drawings should aim at simplicity, 
clearness and accuracy. No shadLng Is allowed as It Is believed 
that shading of drawings indicates equal shading In the mind of 
the observer. Each student ls expected to gain some facility In 
determining the names of plants by the use of manuals. Constant 
practice le given In dissection by use of the simple microscope, and 
to a less extent, by the use of the compound microscope. The methods 
of teaching the subject matter and the laboratory work In the public 
schools is Illustrated to some extent. 
The plants cultivated In the three window gardens of the lab­
oratory afford ample material for demonstration. A herbarium Is 
toeing added to this equipment. The topics for laboratory study 
are as follows: The seed, the seedling, the root, the stem, buds, 
the leaf, the flower, and the fruit. 
These exercises are supplemented, weather permitting, by field 
excursions. 
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ZoOLOGY. This course is designed to give the student a knowl­
edge of the general principles of Zoology and to ofl'er a foundation 
for physiology. It includes a discussion of animals as regards their 
habits, parts, (structure and function), development and adaptations 
to environment. Occasional lectures are given on the most recent 
papers related to Zoology. 
The laboratory exercises consist of a study of material which 
Illustrates the principles taught In the class room. The common 
representatives of each group of animals are studied and drawn. 
It ls proposed to dissect the following animals: Locust, Clam, Worm, 
Frog and Pigeon. 
Each student is assigned dissecting instruments and a locker 
In a large, well lighted laboratory on the first floor. Students in 
the laboratory also enjoy the advantage or seeing live specimens 
close at hand, as well as extensive museum collections. Special 
emphasis Is placed on insects and why they are useful or injurious. 
There are over a hundred specimens of insects mounted for class 
work. The Jlbrary adds to this rich equipment a complete set of 
standard reference books. 
PHYSIOLOGY II. This course ls designed for advanced students 
who are particularly interested In physiology and also for those 
who wish to lay a broad foundation for the teaching of physiology 
or the subsequent study of human anatomy as medical students. 
The laboratory work Is planned so that students may work out 
the results or their own observations. The examination and dis­
section or the cat is taken up In the laboratory, coincidently with 
the systematic study for recitation. A part of the laboratory work 
consists of the study with the microscope of the minute structure 
of the more Important tissues and organs of the body. Each student 
la assigned a. complete set of dissecting instruments, a dissecting 
pan, and a private drawer. Note books are re<iulred which con­
tain notes and drawings made iu the course of the laboratory work. 
FoBESTRY ( To be taken with .4.griculture). This course will com­
prise the study of the trees and shrubs or this region with special 
reference to the woodlot. The ldentlflcatlon of trees by external 
features wlll receive considerable attention. It ls proposed to have 
all the species of trees In West Virginia represented on the campus. 
The f�llowlng topics will be considered: The characteristics of 
forests; the forest regions of the United States; trees Important 
l,n forestry; care of the woodlot; methods of reproducing forests, 
Including pruning and grafting; tree planting; and forest laws of 
the Unltecl States and West Virginia. 
In the field work of this course, excursions will be made to 
tracts of forests In the neighborhood of Huntington. Each student 
wlll be given practice in the description of the !ollowtng: Wood· 
w 
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lots; local species of trees; reproduction cuttings; thlnnlnga and 
other sorts of Improvement cuttings. 
Aoa1CULTUllE. Since agriculture la based on so many sciences 
It Is desirable that It follow Geology, Chemistry, Botany and Zoology. 
Subjects are selected which concern the plants and animals that 
are used on the farm. The following topics are considered: Soll; 
Tillage; Drainage; Irrigation; Fertlllzers; Nitrogen problem; Rotation 
of crops; Economic Plants; Plant Food; Plant Breeding; School 
Gardens; Variation; Heredity and principles of animal breeding. 
The study of government bulletins la an Important feature of the 
course. Many reference books have been added to the library. 
It le proposed to make a museum collection to Illustrate com• 
mon plant diseases. A large collection of the Injurious insects of 
the State Is at the disposal of the students. 
Field lessons on soil, crops, grazing, etc., are an Important element 
of the course. 
ANCIENT LANGUAGES. 
In the work of these departments there Is a constant etrort to 
lead the student to realize the vital connection existing between 
English and the classic languages, as well as to appreciate the 
literary and historic value of the masterpieces he reads. The best 
maps and pictures supplement the class room Instruction. The 
library Is well supplied with works for reference and parallel reading. 
The work of these departments ls thoroughly practical. Those 
who are fitting themselves to teach In our public schools may gain 
from a careful study of the classics, ease, accuracy, and variety 
of expression In the use of English, as well as broad mental culture. 
LA.TIN. 
The work In Latin covers 4 years, or 12 units, 5 recitations per 
week, of one hour each. The first 6 units, covering 2 years, are 
compulsory In the Normal Course. 
LATIN I. Beginners' Book, first 34 lessons. Text-Pear•onJ• 
E18enUals of Latin. 
LATIN II. Beginners' Book, lessons 36-65 Inclusive. Text-Pear· 
son's Euentiol& of Latin. 
LATJl'f III. Beginners' Book completed; Ca?sar's Gallic War, Book 
I., first 20 chapters. Text&-Peanon'a Euentiola of Latin; Cresar, 
Harkneu & Forbes; grammar, Bennett. 
LATIN IV. Cresar's Gallic War, Book I., completed, Book II. 
Prose composition, 18 lessons. Texts-Harkneas & Fcrrbes; grammar, 
Bennett; prose composition, Riggs in Latinum. 
LATIN V. Cresar's Gallic War, Books Ill. and IV. Prose com· 
position, 18 lessons. Texts as in Latin lV. 
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LATIN VI. Cicero against Catillne, Orations I., II. and III. Prose 
compoaition, 18 lessons. Texts-Forbes' Prose Composition; Riggs• in 
LaHnum; Bennett's grammar. 
LATIN VII. Cicero, 4th Oration against Catlllne, Oration for Poet 
Archias and Oration for Marcellus; Vergil's Aeneid, Book I., 410 lines. 
Prose composition, 10 lessons. Texts-Cicero, Forbes; Vergil, Ben­
nett; Prose Composition; Riggs' in Latinu.m; grammar, Bennett. 
LATIN VIII. Vergil's Aeneid, Book I., completed, Books II. and 
III. Text ·-Bennett; grammar, Bennett.
LATIN IX. Aeneid, Books IV., V., and VI. Text-Bennett; gram­
mar, Bennett. 
LATIN X. Cicero, De Senectute and De Amicltia. Prose compo­
sition, 10 lessons. 
LATIN Xl. Horace, selected Odes, Epodes, and Satires; Ars 
Poetlca. 
LATIN XII. Livy, Books XXL and XXII. Prose composition, 10 
lessons. 
Courses I., II., and III., comprising the work of the first year, 
cover pronunciation, inflection, vocabulary, syntax and easy transla­
tion from Latin Into English and English Into Latin. 
Courses IV. and V. have as their particular object facility In 
translation. They embrace, as leading to this end, a thorough re­
view of inflection and syntax, and a study of the history and geogra­
phy involved in Cresar's Commentaries. 
In Courses VI. aud VII., In addition to the emphasis placed all 
the way through on form and syntax, attention Is given to the elements 
of Cicero's eloquence, and the condition of the Roman Commonwealth. 
Courses VIII. and IX. lay particular stress upon scansion, figures, 
and mythology. 
The effort, through these nine courses, Is to secure such mastery 
of form and syntax that the words of the authors taken up in courses 
X., XI. and XII. may be studied chiefly as vehicles of thought and 
masterpieces of literature. 
GREEK. 
The work In Greek covers 3 years, or 9 units, 5 recitations per 
week, of one hour each. 
GREEK I. First Greek Book, first 41 lessons. Text-White. 
GREEK II. First Greek Book, lessons 42-72 Inclusive. Text-White. 
GREEK III. Fl rst Greek Book completed; Xenophon's Ana basis, 
Book I., first 8 chapters. Text-White; Ana basis, Harper and Wallace; 
grammar, Had,ley-A.llen. 
GREEK IV. Anaba.sis, Book I. completed. Book II. Prose com­
P<>Bltlon, 10 lessons. Text-Harper and Wallace: grammar, Haaley­
Allen; Prose composition, Gleason. 
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GREEK V. Anabasis, Book III.; Homer's Iliad, Book I.; Prose com­
position, 10 lessons. Texts -Ha1·per and Wallace; Hadley-Allen; 
Gleason; Iliad, ·seymour. 
GnEEK VI. Iliad, Books II. and 
VI. Prose composition, 10 lessons. 
Gleason. 
III., with selections from Book 
Texts -Seymour, Hadley-Allen, 
Gnt;EK VII. Lyslas and the Minor Poets. Prose composition, 10 
lessons. 
GREEK VIII. Selections from Herodotus, Thucydides, and Xeno­
phon's Memorabilia. Prose composition, 10 lessons. 
Gnt:EK IX. Plato, Apology and Crito. Prose composition, 10 
lessons. 
Courses I. and II. involve thorough drill In pronunciation, accent, 
Inflection, and vocabulary. 
In Course III. connected translation 1s begun, accompanied by a 
thorough review of form and syntax. The principal parts of 90 
Irregular verbs are memorized. 
In Courses IV. and V. an effort Is made to get a good working 
knowledge of Attic form and Idiom; In Course VI. particular attention 
is given to the Homeric dialect and idiom, and to figures, scansion, 
and mythology. 
Beginning with Course II., sight reading in the New Testament 
is done once a week. Text-Westcott & Hort. 
In the work of the second and third years, a constant effort Is 
made to lead the student to comprehend and estimate correctly the 
literary, historical and ethical merits of the masterpieces he studies; 
to teach him to regard them as vehicles of thought, and as a stimulus 
to clear thinking. 
MODERN LANGUAGES. 
GERMAN. 
STATEMENT. The German department has been organized 
not only on a literary basis, but also on that of a practical use 
of the German language, hence the German Is constantly used In 
the class room. Attention Is given dally In the elementary courses 
to pronunciation and conversation. 
In Courses IV., V., and VI. difficult passages are sometimes trans­
lated, lmt usually all explanations are made in German. Thorough 
drill in composition and letter-writing Is required and correspondence 
with German students Is encouraged. 
Stress Is laid on literary excellence in Courses VII., VIII. and 
IX. and an effort is made, by means of a study of the life, manners,
and customs of the Germans to arouse in the student a desire and
an interest to continue the study of this language.
Courses X., XI. and XII. in addition to the reading of the classics 
involve much parallel reading in German and original written work 
based on the literature and history of the works studied. 
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OUTLINE. German l., First German book. Text-Collar·s, first 
28 lessons. Exercises dally in pronunciation based on Victor's and 
Klinghardt's methods. 
GER::11AN JI. CoJJar's "First Year German," lessons 28-45 Inclusive. 
Reading, Guerber's "l\1aerchenword, Erzaehlungen," Parts I. and II. 
Memorizing of poetry. 
GEBMA:-1 III. Collar's "Firat Year German," completed. Reading 
Storm's "Immeusee;" Heyse's "L'Arrablata," with written exercises. 
Memorizing of poetry. Sight reading. 
GERMAN IV. Deutsche Grammatlk, Text- Spanhoofd; German 
Grammar, Thomas; Reading and discussion in German, "Wlll)com­
Dlen In Deutschland," Text-Mosher. Study of Idioms. 
GERYAN V. Deutsche Grauunatlk; German composition. Text­
Pope. Study of Idioms. 
READIN0. "Hoeher als die Klrche," Hlllern's Tangenlchts Elch­
endorr. 
GERMAN VI. Same grammar work continued. 
READIN0. "Der Nelfe Als Onkel," Schiller; Sight Reading, 
"Geschichten Vom Rhein" Pope's German Composition; Poetry, Hat­
field's "Lyrics and Ballads." 
GERMAN VIL, VIII. and IX. Lesslng's "Minna von Barnhelm," 
Schiller's "Wilhelm Tell,'' Goethe's "Herman and Dorothea," Hatfield's 
"Lyrics and Ballads," original composition work. 
GERMAN X., XI., XII. Schiller's "Wallenstein's Tod;" Leasing's 
"Nathan's der Weise"; Goethe's "Egmont"; Heine's Poems; Parallel 
Reading; Scherer's Geschlchte der Deutchen Llteratur; Goethe, by 
Carl Heineman, Schlller, Wychgram, Deutsche Llteraturgeschichte, 
Robert Koenig. 
FRENCH. 
FIRST YEAR. Grammar, Otto Bocher. Two hundred pages. 
Reading. First term: "Le Chien du Capltalne," Enault. 
SECOND TERM. "Mon Oncle et Mon Cure," La Brete, with com­
position work based upon It. 
Tnmo TERM. "La Belle Nivernalse," Daudet, with composition 
work. 
SECOND YEAR. Grammar. Otto Bocher, completed. 
Reading. First term: "Tartarln sur Les Alpes." Daudet. 
SECOND TERM. "Le Roi des Montagues." A.bout. 
Second term. "La Tulipe Nolr." Dumas. 
TIURD TERM. "Quatre-Vingt-Frelze." Hugo. Composition and dic­
tation through the year. 
THIRD YEAll. Grammar reviewed. Reading. Verse and drama. 
Special attention given to the works of Hugo, Moliere and Racine. 
Composition through the year. 
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FOURTH YEAB. Grammar work in connection with composition 
continued. Various of the classics, the selections varying from year 
to year, are read in the fourth year; frequent drills in sight reading 
and composition based upon the classic being studied are made a 
distinctive feature of the work. French literature as a literature 
receives liberal attention In this year, and French authors and their 
writings receive individual attention in addition to the study of 
French llterature as a whole. 
PHYSICS AND CBEMIS7'RY. 
A year is given to each of the&e subjects. Individual laboratory 
work, from two to four periods i. week, is required of all students. 
A laboratory fee of one dollar a term in Physics and two dollars a 
term in Chemistry is required. An aclditional fee for any excessive 
amount of breakage due to carelessness will be charged. The lab­
oratory has just been fully equipped with abundant apparatus and 
individual desks with gas and water for a class of sixteen students 
working at once. In Physics at least thirty-five experiments of a 
qua.ntitive nature are required and the most exacting requirements 
of the colleges such as those of the College Entrance Examination 
Board, a.re fully met. The course does not rest satisfied with this, 
however. A large amount of qualitative experimentation Is done to 
acid interest to the subject and give future teachers skill in the 
manipulation of apparatus. The work in Chemistry is similar, ex­
cept that it is more largely qualitative and should, if possible pre­
cede that in Physics. l\Iore attention can be given to the needs of 
future grade teachers as the college requirements are much less 
exacting than In Physics. In both subjects the industrial side is 
strongly emphasized. Numerous excursions are made, such as to the 
Ice plant, the power house, pottery, glass works, locomotive shops 
about town, and the steel works at Ashland. Those Intending to 
teach are encouraged to give talks illustrated by experiment to the 
younger classes. 
The text books used are Millikan & Gale's Physics and Newell's 
Descriptive Chemistry. 
EDUOATION. 
The work of this department Includes: 
1. Ethics. 7. School Sanitation and Archi-
2. Pedagogy. tecture.
3. Methods of Teaching. 8. School Administration and
4. Psychology, Pure and Applied. Supervision.
5. Child Development. 9. Practice In Teaching.
6. History of Education. 10. School Visiting.
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11. Sight Reading in Music. 15. Library Work.
12. Drawing and Color Work. 16. Orthography.
13. Manual Arts. 17. The Seminaries.
14. Special Lectures. 18. The Model School.
ETlllCS. 
Theoretical Ethics is considered at first with a view to finding 
the nature and authority or the moral standard. Thls Is followed 
by a consideration of the practical side as appl!ed to the life of the 
Individual and to the moral training of children. Especial effort Is 
made to impress upon teachers the need In our schools for the Ethics 
which make for clean, wholesome and sane living. Mackenzie's Man­
ual of li:thics, Is the class text. The required readings Include many 
books by the best authorities of the day. 
PEUAGOOY. 
This subject Is treated from a psycologlcal point of view, since 
we believe this to be the bas!& of all true pedagogy. The principles 
of teaching are discussed especially from the standpoint of their 
bearing upon the general and class-room methods. The text is Bo11er's 
Pedagogy. The required readings are from the best practical educa­
tors of the day. 
METHODS. 
The work in Pedagogy Is supplemented throughout the year by 
lectures upon the teaching of every subject Included in the com­
mon school curriculum. Members of the class are encouraged to ask 
questions and to discuss, In class, their own methods and experi­
ences, aud to compare notes as to results, thereby gaining mutual 
benefit. The advantages of these lectm·es and discussions are seen 
at once In the worl{ of the student teachers In the Model School. Many 
texts are used as references upon the various subjects discussed. 
PSYCHOLOOY A:'l'D ClllLU DEVELOPMENT. 
In the fall and winter terms, lecture courses are given In pure 
Psychology, dealing especially with the subjects of habit, attention, 
1>.eredity, will, instinct and emoti<m. 
These courses are followed by one In Educational Psychology, 
applying the principles considered Immediately to the education of 
the child. 
The subject of Child Study follows, based upon the previous 
work. Here, Tracy's Psychology of Childhood Is used. All of these 
courses are supplemented by a large amount of required reading. 
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HISTORY OF 1,;DUCATION. 
In this course the purpose is to give students a general knowl­
edge of some or the most Important epochs In educational progress, 
by means or a study of the lives of famous early educators. The 
advantages of the course are two-fold: Inspiration comes from 
familiarity with the teachings and experiences of the pioneers, and 
a knowledge of their mistakes and failures serves as a safeguard to 
the young teacher. The text-book.I used are Seeley's Historv of 
Education and Quick's Bducational Reformers. A large amount of 
required reading Is udded. 
SCHOOL ISASITATIO:I" ASU ABCHITJ::CTUHE. 
The work under this head Is made sowewhat comprehensive, 
including art in several forms, especially in the way of school room 
ornamentation, also landscape gardening, as well as the leading topics 
!ailing under this subject,-archltecture pure and simple, heating,
yentllatlng, outhouses, &c. Baile11 & Burrage Is used as a text.
SCHOOL AD�tlNISTRATION A.:rn SUP&RVISION. 
This work continues throughout the year In connection with 
the training work In the Model School, and in connection with the 
work In methods in the Pedagogy Seminary special lectures on the sub­
ject are given by the head of the department. 
THE TRAISISG WOIIK. 
The opportunity for observing and sharing in the actual teaching 
of children belongs only to those institutions which are able to sup­
port a model school. That the requirements at Marshall College 
are rigid only goes to show the high estimate which Is placed upon 
an opportunity of this kind. Normal seniors are obliged to give to 
this work a period a day for at least one term. Many gladly spen,I 
much more than the required time for the sake of the practice. We 
regard the Model School as the laboratory of the training department, 
for the young teacher. 
It is not enough to listen to and absorb the theories of the 
Instructor; he should have a chance to observe for himself the prac­
tical working of these theories. Not only this, he should have as 
wide and comprehensive a view as possible. Here the Model School 
plays a most Important part. No amount of theory or observation 
takes the place of actual practice. 
The teacher who has had little or no experience goes into his 
first school full of enthusiasm It may be, hut with many serious les­
sons to learn. 
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It is far better that these lessons be learned as quickly as pos• 
sible and under the direction of a supervisor whose business it Is 
to find defects and to point them out. He Is not left to himself to 
learn his lesson through needlessly bitter experience and an unnec• 
cessary expenditure of time. 
If he has entertained too high an estimate of his own quall• 
tlcations, this Is soon modified by his growing knowledge of the 
real demands upon him; on the other hand, his more Intelligent view 
o! the problems presented and the possibilities of meeting them 
give him a confidence in himself which is justified by the new power 
growing within him. He begins to develop rapidly, to throw aside 
old prejudices and notions and to form a more accurate estimate of 
the requirements of the profession. 
We contend that inborn fitness to teach and power of personality 
a.re absolute essentials, but we also insist that careful training Is 
equally as essential; that it is the only remedy for the reckless waste 
of time and numberless mistakes which are the portion of the teacher 
who enters upon his work without adequate preparation. 
SCHOOL YISJ'l'JNG. 
All members of the Normal senior class are required to visit 
at least ten schools outside of our own town, during the year. These 
visits are for the purpose of studying the work of other teachers; 
their methods, system, discipline, courses of study and general plan. 
A report of each visit is made to the superintendent of the Training 
Department, not with the idea of criticism, but rather in order that 
she may see what has been gained by the experience. Ten visits 
for observations on the class work of our own school, and reports 
of these visits are required. 
SIGilT READIXO lN MUSIC. 
The course in sight reading is Intended to flt the student tor 
teaching the elements of music in the public schools. At the clost3 
of the course he must have some degree of skill In tone perception, 
must know something of the principles of deep breathing and breath 
control, and must be able to pass an examination on simple tech• 
nique. 
He must also have at his command a good theory of teaching 
which he Is able to put Into practice In the training of children, and 
must therefore, be able to read simple music at sight. 
DBAWIXG Al'i"U COLOR WORK. 
The work under this head includes: 
1. Drawing of natural and artificial forms In the flat and from
the object. 
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2. Illustrative drawing.
3. An understanding of color, color mixing and the matching of
tones in art and nature. 
The requirements are: 
1. A thorough understanding of the principles of drawing.
2. Knowledge of the theory of color.
3. The power to present the subject in its various phases to
grade pupils. 
MANUAL AllTS. 
All Normal seniors are required to take work in manual training, 
twice per week, under the instruction or the head of the Art Depart­
ment. 
The work includes the following subjects: 
1. Clay Modeling. 5. Sewing.
2. Paper Cutting. 6. Textiles.
3. Card Board Construction. 7. Stenciling.
4. Wood Work. 8. Venetian Iron Work.
9. Leather Toollng and Book Binding.
SPECIAL LECTURES. 
These are divided Into two classes; those purely of an academic 
nature and those on professional subjects. The speakers are invited 
by the president and the subject named by him, on which the lectures 
are to be delivered. 
THE rROl'ES!:HONAL LIBRARY. 
The professional library is unique. We have placed at the com­
mand of the young teachers, for study, the best and latest texts 
to be found In all of the subject!I taught in the grades, as well 
as many of the works of the foremost writers on professional sub­
jects. Seniors are encouraged to consult these books and to acquaint 
themselves with their contents In connection with each subject as 
it is discussed in the class In pedagogy, and also to use them for 
reference and side helps in teaching. 
ORTHOGRAPHY. 
In Orthography the requirements are: 
1. Ability to pass the final test on spe111ng-100 words selected
:from a list of 5,000. 
2. Ability to pronounce, by the use of Webster's diacritics or 
orally, 75 out of 100 words selected from the vocabulary of the 
educated man. 
3. Ability to dellne 100 words selected from a list of 1,000.
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4. A fair knowledge of words In the way of word analysis,
eynonyms, homonyms, and antonyrus, and of vowels, consonants, mutes, 
liquids ancl pnonetlcs. 
6. Familiarity with the more important rules of spelling.
"IRE $1011:\"ARIES. 
The Senior Seminary is modeled after the "seminar" of the 
universities, simplified to meet our needs. Its purpose is to develop 
the habit of reading, the ability to collect and logically arrange material 
for public presentation and to stand before an audience and present 
a subject clearly and readily. 
The meetings are held on Thursday afternoons. Once in two 
weeks, some Important pedagogical subject is offered by a member 
for criticism and discussion. 
A printed syllabus accompanied by a good bibliography, Is pre­
pared and the subject presented orally by the student who is the 
chief speaker of the afternoon. 
After the presentation a discussion follows in which all of the 
members are expected to take part. This discussion Includes crltl· 
clsm of the form of the syllabus, the English used, the subject mat­
ter, and the opinions expressed. 
On alternate Thursdays the current events seminary ls held. 
Subjects connected with present day interests are discussed and 
in addition, reports are made from Congress and the State Legisla­
ture, when In session, and from foreign countries. 
At the end of the year all seniors must pass a rigid examination 
upon the work of the year. 
TilE MODEL SCHOOL. 
K1NDERGARTEX. This division of the Model School becomes a 
feature during lhe session of 1909-'10 for the first time, constituting 
the elementary year of this school. Details of the organization arc 
not complete at this writing-June 15, '0!1,-but arrangements have 
been made to place this part o[ the Model School work on a perman­
ent and up t.o date basis, both In equipment and In supervision and 
teaching force. 
FIRST YEAR WORK. 1.-Readlng by Words and Sentence Building. 
Objective Number Work. 2.-Sense Training. 3.-Elementary Spell­
ing and Phonics. 4.-Beglnnlng English. 5.-Writing Vertical Slant. 
6.-French or German Conversation. 7.-Nature Study and Health 
Talks. 8.-Drawing Based on Nature Study. 9.-Elements of Music 
and Sight Reading. 10.-Hlstory and Literature-Fairy Stories and 
Fables. 
SECOXD YEAR WOIIK. 1.-Readlng. 2.-Numbers, Problems and 
'!'ables. 3.-Spelllng and Phonics. 4.-Elementa.ry English. 5.-
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Writing. 6.-French or German Conversation and Translation. 7.­
Nature Study and Elementary Physiology. 8.-Drawlng Based on 
Nature Study. 9.-Elements of Music ancl Sight Reading. 10.­
History and Literature. Stories ancl description, Indian Work, Hiawa­
tha, Eskimo Work. 11.-0eography Talks and Descriptions. 
Tnrno YEAB WoR1c !.-Reading. 2.-Numbers, Problems and 
Tables. 3.-Spelling and Phonics. 4.-English Exercises and Com­
position. 5.-Writlng. 6.-Frencl..t or German. 7.-Elementary 
Science. 8.-Drawing nasecl on Nature Study. 9.-Sight Reading in 
Music and Song. 10.-History and Literature Stories, Greek Myths. 
and Description. 11.-Geography Talks aud Descriptions. 
FOURTH YEAR WORK. !.-Reading. 2.- Elementary Arithmetic. 
3.-Orthography. 4.-Engllsh Exercises and Composition. 5.-Writ­
ing. 6.-French or German. 7.-Elementary Science. 8.-Drawing. 
9.-Music. 10.-Elementary U. S. History. 11.-Elementary Geog­
raphy. 
FrFTH YEAR WORK. !.-Reading. 2.-Elementary Arithmetic. 3.­
Orthography. 4.-Engllsh Exercises and Composition. 5.-Writing. 
6.-French or German. 7.-Elementary Science. 8.-Drawing. 9.­
Muslc. 10.-Elementary U. S. History. 11.-Elementary Geography. 
S1xrn YEAR Wo1m.-Preparatory C. 1.-Reacling. 2.-Arithmetic 
3.-Orthography. 4.- English and Composition. 5.- Writing. 6.­
French or German. 7.-Elementary Science. 8.-Drawlng, Including 
Map Drawing. 9.-Muslc. 10.-U. S. History. 11.-Geography. 
SEVENTJI YEAR WORK.-Preparatory B. !.-Reading. 2.-Aclvanced 
Arithmetic. 3.-0rthography. 4.-Engllsh and Composition. 5.-Wr!t­
ing. 6.-Latln, French or German. 7.-Sclence. 8.-Drawing. 9.­
Music. 10.-U. S. History. 11.-Geography-Politlcal and Elements of 
Physical-and Map Drawing. 
EtOIITH YEAR WORK.-Preparatory A. !.-Reading. 2.-Orthogra­
phy. 3.-English Grammar. 4.-Geography. 5.-Wrltten Arithmetic. 
6.-Mental Arithmetic. 7.-U. S. History. 8.-Latln, French or Ger­
man. 9.-Penmanshlp. 10.-Physlology. 
In view ot the fact that the details of the work in the various 
years of the Model School are especially interesting to only those 
who are making a special study of such details, it has been decided 
to Issue a separate bulletin for these details, which wlll be furnished 
upon request. 
The organization of the Model School has been so much changed, 
however, that a note with reference to this may not be amiss in this 
connection: 
1. As heretofore the head of the Department of Education remains
the official head of the Model School. 
2. The heads ot all departments in the Normal and Academic 
courses constitute a committee whose duty It is to meet at intervals 
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to discuss with the supervisors, methods of teaching so that the work 
may be closely correlated from the kindergarten to the senior year of 
the Normal and Academic courses. 
Each grade of the Model School Is limited to 25 pupils as a maxi­
mum number, and 20 has been the maximum In nearly all cases, the 
total In the nine grades, kindergarten included, running about 160. 
It is, of course, undenitood that the function and purpose of a 
Model School in connection with a Normal School is to otrer to f 
those who are preparing to teach, both observation and practice In 
their profession before they graduate as teachers. Accordingly all 
Normal seniors are required to do both observation work in the Model 
School, and to teach at least three months therein before receiving 
their diplomas. The Model School is the laboratory of the Teachers' 
Training Course in a Normal School, and the better the children are 
taught and the better the advantages and equipment of the Model 
School in every way, the better the training of the Normal seniors for 
their profession. Hence. It is no sacrifice of the children's Interests 
to attend a Model School, for every consideration of justice to them 
as well as to the student teachers, requires that this school shall, as 
nearly as possible, be dh;tiuctlvely a school where model work for the 
children Is done. 
MANUAL ARTS. 
PuRPOSE. The work in this department purposes to train the eye 
to see, the judgment to appreciate, and the hand to respond with skill 
and accuracy, and is developed with reference to the school and school 
work, the home and Its needs, the community and Its requirements for 
useful citizens. The educational, practical and cultural values of the 
arts must be kept constantly in mind and well balanced for the best 
work. 
SCHOOL. All work accomplished under this department will vital­
ize and articulate with as many of the school subjects as possible, for 
the student will be prepared to make diagrams, projections, and 
sections tbat he will use In Physiology, Botany, Zoology, Physics, 
Geography and History. The Manual Arts will aid investigation and 
quicken the observation, develop the sense of proportions, quantities 
and kinds, will also give the student understanding and skHJ, and 
appreciation of beauty and truth in works of art and in nature. 
Students secure facility in drawing as a language of illustration 
which Is of great assistance should they take up teaching as a 
profession. 
HOl\fE. Inasmuch as environment plays such an Important part 
In the formation of habits of care, economy, order and or good taste, 
the home is entitled to considerable attention In the way of plans, 
decorations, sanitation and surroundings. 
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COMMUNITY. The accepted purpose of a common school education 
is to prepare for good citizenship, that is, to prepare to take one's 
place In the Spiritual, Mental and lndustrial activities of the com­
munity. Preparation for good citizenship is the aim or education, 
therefore a man should be able to understand and appreciate the 
things that are good and true and beautiful, and also be able to carry 
these ideas and ideals Into the issues of everyday life through the 
ability to plan, design or construct. 
ScorE. The scope of the work in the Manual Arts Is sufficiently 
broad to give facility in drawing, revresentation, construction in the 
various materials, color and designing. The psychology of the science 
and art of manual expression will parallel the course. 
PLAN. All students in the Freshman year will take the same 
work, which will rorrelate with the other school work and lay the 
foundation for the Mechanical Drawing and Normal course in Junior 
and Senior years. 
COURSE OF STODY. 
Freshnian Year. 




Design. Object Drawing. 







































Use of Instruments. 
Geometric Drawing. 
















FRESIIMAN. This work is required for admission to either the 
Junior or Senior courses unless on examination, they are found to be 
qualified to enter these advanced courses. 
The spirit of dilettanteism which still characterizes much of the 
work done under the head of art instruction is most destructive to 
the best work in normal schools and will not be tolerated. 
SPECIAL CLAS!!ES. Advanced work in landscape, color and compo­
sition, still life in outline, light and shade and color, drawing from 
the cast and the life model. 
Special Teachers' Course, per term ................... $15.00 
Day Class-work, per term .............................. 15.00 
Night Class-work, per term. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.00 
Day and Night Class-work, per term. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18.00 
These rates include both the Enrollment Fee and the Tuition for 
this department. In cases where students have already paid their 
Enrollment Fee in order to enter some other department the Tuition 
in Art is: 
Day Class-work, per term ............................. $13.00 
Night Class-work, per term. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.00 
Day and Night Class-work, per term ................... 16.00 
TWO YEARS TEACB•:as' COURSE. 
The growing demand for special teachers in the Manual Arts 
necessitates a special course that will prepare not only special teachers 
but supervisors. 








History of Art. 





















Study of Home and its 
Furnishings. 
Derelopinent of Course of Study for G-rades I., II., III. 




Still-life Drawing and Painting. 
Cardboard Construction. 
Course of Study for Grndes IV., V. 




Study of Door Yards and Parks. 
School. 
Sanitation and Decoration. 
DEPARTMENT OI<' EXPRESSION. 
The twentieth century marks a new era In the history and 
development of expression, for the art of the spoken word Is surely 
and Inevitably resuming its rightful place among the great arts. 
The chief factor which Is aldlng this growth is the recognition of 
technique as a requirement in this, as In all other fine arts. 
In expression, just as in every other art or science, "The foun­
dation must be stronger than the superstructure." This brings us 
to the essential truth, viz: the development must be that of Inner 
potentialities. Every trace of superficiality must disappear, all insin­
cerity and all tendencies that do not emanate from the soul of 
the speaker, must be overcome. Every gesture, every expression 
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of the face, every inflection of the voice is the interpretation of the 
speaker as the medium of literature. So the first requisite in the 
progress of this art, must be a good solid working foundation. 
Charles W. Emerson seemed to realize to a greater degree than 
other disciples that growth In expression must be accomplished by 
gradual stages of development. That only when the basis ls sub­
stantial. can the outward form be true. So going back to the old 
theory of building a house upon a rock, he formed a definite basis 
for the technique o[ expression. In brief, the theory rests upon this 
principle: The soul Is the motive power of the individual. The 
mind, body and voice are the agents of expression. If the motive 
power ls sound, the emanating force will be directed into the proper 
channels. As evolution is coming to be one of the leading factors in 
the development of the mind, so It forms the foundation theory or 
the technique of expression. "Evolution of Expression ls the study 
by means of which the student of oratory rises to the perfection of 
his art through successive stages of development." These successive 
:itages rorm natural divisions for the process of evolution from one 
phase of growth to another. This growth must be through each 
of the agents of expression, the mlud, the body and the voice. So 
the study of expression may be classified under three heads, 
Reading. Physical Culture, and Voice Culture. These combined and 
perfected give us the objective results, "Interpretation." These sub­
jects are so correlated that one cauuot be separated with satisfactory 
results from either or the other two. The necessity of training the 
body and voice to responc\ to the action or the mind cannot be too 
strongly emphasized. 
"The scope of interpretation Includes the development of the 
whole being that it may be a faultless medium In the expression or 
the author's thought." It Is essentially a study or personal develop­
ment which cannot recognize as legitimate mere tricks or voice and 
gesture. The development of imagination, power to think, and 
emotional capacity, cannot fall to be of vital value to every person­
ality. Therefore in undertaking the study of expression each student 
should begin with resolution, energy aud hopefulness. "Have faith 
In some power outside of yourself; have just as positive a faith in 
your own posslbllltles; have will power and work like a fiend." 
The system of training used In this department is that taught 
in the Emerson College or Oratory, Boston, Mass. 
Students will be given credit for work at Emerson College, to 
the following extent: 
Class lessons: Hour for hour, subject for subject. 
Private lessons: Credit for each lesson, two hours each. 
The course for graduation comprises three years or nine terms 
of work. (A term's work Is three months.) On the comt1letlon of 
the course, diplomas will be awarded . 
•
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COuR."!E OF STUDY. 
One class period each week will be given in each of the following 
subjects: 
FlRST YEAR. 





One Private Lesson. 
SECO;'.liD YEAR. 
Evolution of Expression {Vols. 3, -l). 
Voice and Physical Culture, period alternating. 
Analytical Study of Hamlet. 
Extemporaneous Speaking. 
Human Nature. 
(a) Character Study Through Literature and Observation.
( b) Construction and Reproduction of an Original Scene.
One Private Lesson.
Poetic Interpretation. 
Scene Work in Hamlet. 
THIRD YEAR. 
Interpretative Study of "As You Like It." 
Character Study, continued. 
Personal Development. 
One Private Lesson. 
(Arrangement of a play, or book, for presentation.)
In addition, there will be one period every two weeks devoted 
to recital work for both classes. Students will present work for 
the criticism of the instructor. These periods are free to visitors. 
Text hooks used: Evolution of Expression - C. W. Emerson. 
Rolfe's Edition of Shakespearean Plays.
TUITION, PER TERM. 
First Year, per term .................................. $16.00 
Second Year, per term. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18.00 
Third Year, per term. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.00 
COACHING. 
Two private lessons per week, per term ............... $1 0.00 
One private lesson per week, per term................. 6.00 
Single lesson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 
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For the academic worlt required of students of this department 
hereafter, see "Rules and Regulations" under Department of Music. 
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC. 
TJIE FACULTY. 
L. J. Corbly, A. B., A. i\f., President.
J<�lora Ray Hayes, Direcior, Teacher of Piano and Histor'V of Music.
Rhoda Crumrine, Senior Teacher uf Piano and History of Music.
Virginia Lee Bourne, Pia110.
Louise Fay Haworth, Voice.
Rose Franks �cClintocl,, riolin.
This department has kept pace with tile general growth of the
school. It has nol only assumed decidedly creditable proportions in 
.,point of enrollment, but has become a very potent influence on the 
life and character of the school, an Important and decidedly valuable 
feature of the success of the entire institution. 
Music has become, as It should, a part of the very warp and 
woof of Marshall College life, and has put the school In closer touch 
with the City of Huntington and lhe Slate than could have been 
possible otherwise. Thill Is but natural; for the school that does 
not have music in Its soul, and does not In some way appeal to the 
musical in other men's souls is essentially as Jacking In complete 
life as Is the Individual. 
The world's greatest men-statesmen, philosophers, scientists, 
and literary masters as weil as our masters in music, attest the 
value of music as one of the greatest, if not the greatest, of the 
arls. Note the following: 
"Music Is the essence of order, aud leads to all that is good, just 
and beautlful."-Plato. 
"Music is a stimulant to mental expanslon."-D'Jsraeli. 
" I verily think and am not ashamed to say, that next to divinity, 
no art Is comparable to rouslc."-Martin Luther. 
"Music Is God's best gift to man; the only art of Heaven given 
to earth, the only art of earth we take to Heaven."-Landor. 
" Study only the best, for life Is too short to study everything." 
-Bach.
" The world is full of musical treasures, but we are not being 
enriched by these to half the extent we ought to be."-Booth. 
"Music Is calculated to compose the mind and flt It for lnstruc­
tlon."-Arilttdes. 
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" It Is In music, perhaps, that the soul most nearly attalns the 
great end for which, when inspired by the poetic sentiment, it strug­
gles-the creation of supernal beauty."-Edgar Allen Poe. 
"We cannot understand a complete education or man without 
music."--Jean Pa11l Richter. 
" Of all fine arts, music is that which has most influence on the 
passions, and which the legislator ought the most to encourage." 
-Napoleon Bonaparte.
" Would'st thou know if a people be well governed, if its laws 
be good or bad:-examine the music it practices."-Oonfucius. 
·• lt bath been anciently held and observed that the sense of hear­
ing, and the kinds of music have most operation on the manners." 
-Lord Bacoii.
"The person who Is unacquainted with the best things among 
modern llterary productions Is looked upon as uncultivated. We 
should be at least as advanced as this in music."-Rol>ert Schumann. 
SrECIAI, AD\'ANTAOES. There are many advantages ol'l'ered to a 
student in a department of music connected with a college. Oppor­
tunities are ol'l'ered for stud) Ing In the various other departments, 
thus securing to the music student a symmetrical education, literary 
and scientific, as well as muaical. [nstructlon is furnished without 
tuition in a number or branches, while in others, the tuition is 
merely nominal. 
BUlLDl;,i0 A:-10 EQUll'MENT. The Department now occupies the 
upper floor of the new building and may boast of the best appointed 
studios and practice rooms in the State. A new Recital Hall, seating 
200 people has just been provided for lectures and students' recitals. 
The auditorium, seating 1.200 people, contains a Chickering Concert 
Grand piano. 
FACOJ,Tr RECITALS. A series of Faculty recitals Is given during 
the year. All the members of the Fu.culty take part In these recitals 
and music students are expected to attend them as a part of their 
Instruction. 
STUDENTS' RECITALS. Publlc recitals by students are held every 
Wednesday afternoon. These recitals have been established as a 
means of developing confidence In the student. 
GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS. Students may enter the Department 
of Music at any time, but it Is greatly to their interest to enter at 
the beginning of the term. 
Students entering within the first two weeks of a term will be 
d 
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charged for the full quarter; after that time, for the remainder of 
the term and one week additional. 
There will be no deduction for lessons missed by students, except 
In case of prolonged illness. when the loss Is divided equally between 
the student and the school. 
The competition for awards Is confined to those who have entered 
the Department at the opening of the school year. 
All music students are <,xpected to attend the regular students' 
recitals, and to take part in them whenever so assigned; and to 
attend all concerts given under the auspices of the Department. 
Sludents are experted to Identify themselves with the various organ­
izations of the school and are required to enter any organization 
to which they are assigned by teachers. 
It Is expected that all students will take sufficient work-literary 
or musir, or both, to occupy their entire time. 
COURSES OF STUDY. 
The Department of i\lusic oll'ers instruction In each of the follow­
Ing subjects: Piano, voice, violin, organ, mandolin, ensemble playing, 
harmony and history of music. 
PJAXO. 
Two courses or study are offered, one of four years, leading to a 
teacher's certificate and one of flve years, leading to an artist's 
dJploma. 
Strict adherence to a fixed list of studies Is not required. The 
needs of the Individual student are considered and the studies varied 
accord I ngl y. 
First Year. 
1. Technical Studies.
2. Emery's Foundation Studies.
3. Gurlltt l<,irst Lesson.
4. Gurlltt Opus 187.
5. Selected Compositions.
Second Year. 
1. Technical Studies. 
2. Kunz Canons.
3. Schumann Album for the Young.
4. Clementi Sonatinas. 
5. Selected Compositions. 
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Third Year. 
1. Technical Studies.
2. Kullak's Octave Studies.
3. Bach's Little Preludes and Fugues.
4. Bach's Two Part Inventions.
5. Mendelssohn's Songs Without Words.




2. Moscheles Opus 70.
3. Kullak's Octave Books II. and III. 
4. Clementi's Gradus & Parnassum.
5. Bach's French Suites and Three Part Inventions.
6. Chopin's Nocturnes.
7. Sonatas by Beethoven.
8. Selected Compositions.
Senior Year. 
1. Advanced Technical Studies.
2. Bach's Well-Tempered Clavichord.
3. The Grealer Sonatas of Beethoven.
4. Studies by Chopin, Henselt and Liszt.
5. Concertos by Masters of the Classic, Romantic and Modern
Schools. 
6. Composition by Schubert, Schuruann, Chopin, Grieg, Brahms,
Moszkowski and others. 
REQUIJiEJfENTS FOR OERTIFIOATES AND DIPLOMAS. 
Elementary work in harmony and in the history of music is 
required as a part of the work of the third year. 
Candidates tor "Teachers' Certificates" must complete the first 
!our years' work in the piano course, together with three terms work
in harmony and three terms work in the history of music.
Candidates for diplomas must complete the work of the five 
years and must talre advanced work in Harmony, Theory and the 
History of Music. They are also required to give In public, entirely 
from memory, a recital consisting of only the best standard piano 
selections. 
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FEES. 
PIANO AND ORGA.'i'. 
All tees are payable by the term in advance. Tuition rates vary 
according to the Instructor chosen by the pupll. 
With heads ot departments the tees are as follows: 
Fall Term ............................................ $18.00 
Winter Term . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.00 
Spring Term .......................................... 16.00 
Summer Term . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.00 
With assistant teachers the fees are: 
Fall Term ............................................ $16.00 
Winter Term . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.00 
Spring Term .......................................... 14.00 
Summer Term ........................................ 7.5 0 
FEES. 
PIANO AND ORGA_N PIIACTICE. 
Charges for the use of pianos and organs for practice between 
lessons, depend, ot co1.1rse, upon the number ot hours pupils practice 
per day: 
Per Term-1 hour per 





Placing ot Tones. 









Studies trom Best Composers. 
English and German Ballads. 
Elements of Church Music. 
Sight-Reading and Part Singing. 
Second Year. 
Studies trom the Best Composers. Church Music. 
Songs by Modern Composers. 
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Third Year. 
Studies from the Best Composers. 
Oratorio and Opera. 
The work In Voice lncluaes also 
the following: 
Sougs by Classical Composers. 
Normal Tra1n1ng. 
Practice of Accompaniment. 
Harmony and Theory. 
History of Music. 




In the Normal Class in Sight Reading students are taught the 
Intervals by the use of numerals, a thorough knowledge of time, 
rhythm, nrcent, and such other features of vocal music as will give 




Fall Term ............................................ $18.00 
\Vinter Term ......................................... 16.00 
Sprlnf; Term .......................................... 16.00 
Summer Term. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.50 
VJOLJN. 
Lessons on this instrument will be given by our regular teacher 
at the rat.e of iO cents per lesson. 
Two lessons per weel<; If fewer than two lessons per week are 
given the rate is 7;, cents per lesson. 
Lessons on the Mandolin and Guitar will be given at reasonable 
rates. 
HARMONY. 
The course In Harmony covers two years. It may all be taken In 
the fourth and fifth :vears, or It may be divided among the last three 
years of the course In Plano or in Voice. 
The work of the first year (three terms) covers the first fifty 
lessons In Emery's ··Elements of Harmony." together with much 
supplementary work at the piano. Candidates for Teachers' Certificate 
must complete this first year of the course In Harmony. 
The second year ( Harmony IV., V., VI.) completes Emery's text. 
Difficult examples from Jaclassohn's "'Thoroughbass" will be studied. 
'T'ransposltlon and dictation exercises at the piano. Candidates for 




Fall Term ............................................ $ 6.00 
Winter Term . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.00 
Spring Term . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00 
Summer Term . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00 
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Work In the History or Music is begun at the opening or the 
third year, and Is requirell throughout this year and throughout the 
Junior and Senior years as a part of the course. 
The class In the History or Music recites once per week through­
out the Third, Junior and Senior years. 
TExT BOOKS: 1. Fillmore's "History of Piano Forte Music." 2. 
Matthews' "A Popular History of Music." 
In addition to the prescribed texts, re!erence to the many valuable 
books on the History or Music, round in the college library, is required. 
FEES. 
FOR THE HISTORY OF lll'SIC:. 
Fall Term ......................•..................... $ 4.00 
Winter Term ........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00 
Spring Term . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00 
Summer Term. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00 
If there be fewer than eight in class the periods will be bait an 
hour In length. 
It there be eight or more in class the periods will be one hour 
In length. 
RULES AND REGULA'l'JONS. 
Students taking music exclusively are not required to pay any 
fees except the !ees of the music department. 
Pupils who are successful in auy competition are not permitted 
to compete for the same prize again. 
Teachers' certificates and diplomas are conferred only on those 
pupils who have completed the regular course cf study and passed 
the examinations successfully. 
Special rates will be made ln the following cai,es: 
When more than one person from tlte same famlly takes work 
in either piano or voice. 
When a student takes both piano and voice. 
Students wishing to pay all their fees for the full year in advance 
wlIJ be allowed ten per cent. discount. 
IMl'ORTA�T. No creditable music school permits students to grad­
uate now-a-days till they have done a certain amount of substantial 
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academic work in addition to their music requirements, and we must 
not fall short at Marshall on this score. Accordingly, the following 
academic requirements for music certificates and music diplomas are 
herewith laid down for future years: 
CAXllIOATES FOR CERTJFICATES, JUNE, 1910. 
1. All the Preparatory Work.
2. Grammar IV., V., and VI.
3. Rhetoric I., I I., and II I.
CANDIDATES FOR DJPLOMAS, JUNE, 1910. 
1. All the Preparatory Work.
2. Grammar IV., V., and VI.
3. Rhetoric I., I I., and 111.
German or French I., II., and III. 
CA:VDJDAT};b FOR CJ:;RTU'JCATES, JUNE, 1911. 
1. All the Preparatory Work.
2. Grammar IV., V .. and VI. 
3. Rhetoric I., I I., and II I. 
4. Junior English I., II., and II I. 
5. Psychology,
CANDIDATES FOR Dll'LO.MAS, JUNE, 1911. 
1. All the Preparatory Work.
2. Grammar IV., V., and VI. 
3. Rhetoric I., II., and Ill. 
4. Junior English I., II., and 111.
5. One Year of Ancient or Modern Language.
6. Psychology and l!Jthics.
CA:l'DlDATES �·oa CERTIFICATES, JU1"E, 1912.
1. All the Preparatory Work.
2. Freshman and Sophoruore English.
3. Five Units of Freshman and Sophomore History.
4. All the Freshman and Sophomore Science.
5. One Year or Ancient or Modern Language.
6. Psychology and Ethics.
CAl\'OJDATES FOR UIPLOMAS, JUNE, 1912. 
1. All the Preparatory Work.
2. All Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior English.
3. Fh·e Units of Freshman and Sophomore History,
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4. All Freshman and Sophomore Science.
5. Two Years of Ancient or Modern Language.
6. Psychology and Ethics.
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After the session of 1911-12 all candidates for music certificates 
will be required to do the academic work required of 1912 candi· 
dates for diplomas, and all the candidates for diplomas after the 
session of 1911-12 will be required to do the diploma work for 1912 
plus three additional "units" to be selected by the president of the 
college. 
u, Candidates for certificates and diplomas in the "Department 
of Expression" for the years 1910, 1911, 1912, and thereafter, 
will be required to do the same academic work as is required of 
music students for those years. 
r-. Candidates for certificates and diplomas in the Art Department, 
for the years 1910, 1911, 1912, and thereafter, will be required 
to !lo the same academic work required of the music and expression 
stutlen ts for those years. 
NOTE. Any Music, Expression or Art student may substitute 
three academic units not named In the above requirements for any 
three units in the prescribed lists, provided the president approve 
of the substitutions desired. 
EXAMINATIONS. 
At the close of the fall term an entire week Is set apart for 
examinations, which are compulsory; that is, no student can continue 
his work during any succeeding term till be has passed his examin­
ations. The only excuse we have yet accepted was that of continued 
and severe Illness, In which case a certificate or verbal report from 
the physician who attended the student was necessary. There might 
be other extreme cases In which excuses from examination could be 
obtained; most rules are subject to some exceptions; but If a student 
expects to continue work here or anywhere else, it would be to hJs 
advantage to pass bis examinations; and if he refuses to do so 
without justifiable excuse be will not only be denied a special exam­
ination but will be dropped from the school. 
Students-chiefly teachers from the rural distncts wnose schools 
<'lose before our spring term opens-nter at all times during our 
winter term In order that they may get wore than one term per 
year. Many of these enter so late in the term that they are not pre­
pared to take the winter term examinations and If the closing week 
of the term be given up to examinations, these students who entered 
late flnrl a week wherein there are no recitations-almost lost time 
to them here on expense. Acc-ordingly, we usually have our winter 
term examinations in the form of frequent class tests. By this 
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means those who enter late may pass the tests on those parts of 
the texts which they have taken up after entering and are accom­
modated with class work-recitations-up to the very last day of 
the term. And since the vacation between the winter and spring 
term is short, only three school days, students entering before the 
close of the winter term may continue their work uninterruptedly 
to the end of the spring term. 
Sometimes by examinations and sometimes by class tests the grad­
Ing for the spring term is done. 1 n either case all examinations and 
all tests must be taken unless there be an excuse for not doing so, 
which Is satisfactory to the president. 
To get one's credits for work during a term when examinations 
are given In the form of class tests It Is absolutely necessary that 
the studeqt stay till the close of the term; otherwise his name Is 
not entered on the credit list nor on the grade book of the school 
and no report Is sent to his parents unless the president write a 
personal statement as to the general character of the work done. 
It Is, therefore, of the very highest Importance that the student 
study till the close of the term, for sometime, somewhere, In some 
way, either here or elsewhere, he will very much need his credits. 
Not a year passes but a number of young men and women who 
dropped out of the school before the term closed find themselves 
In serious need of a statement from the president, of the work 
they did here, and write us for the same. It Is a great disappointment 
to them to find there Is no credit here. 
In case a student is very sick and we have proper assurance that 
he or she is too sick to remain in school, the cause of his withdrawal 
is recorrled and a general statement of the amount of work done can 
ibe gotten at any time, Lut no grades can be given. 
In case a student drops out of school out of pure laziness or a 
·few childish pains or other ailments of some kind, no record what­
-ever Is kept of his work. He usually does not do the kind of work 
that amounts to enough to record It. 
The student will please to remember that if he wish credit for 
work done here his attendance must be regular and continue to 
the very close of the term except In extreme cases, and the faculty 
must judge as to what cases are extre1ne.
It may be well to remind new students who enter here that 
class attendance Is compulsory; that every absence from class is 
Investigated; that absence from class without an excuse which we 
can accept will be puuished with expulsion if persisted In; that 
when they arrive In Huntington tbey must enroll at once and proceed 
to work; that any student found lounging about the city after arriv­
ing Is liable to be sent home summarily; that the Instructors of the 
school meet weekly and go over the entire list of students and know 
just who are absent and whether absent the entire day; that the 
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cause for absence is almost surely investigated; that when once here 
a student must be in school and must be here regularly and promptly 
unless his excuse will bear investigatiou; that we want no students 
who do not come here to work; and that we aim to get rid of those 
who will not work. 
Attending school should be a business, not a pastime. 
GRADUATION. 
A diploma of graduation is conferred on all who complete either 
the Normal, Science, Modern Language or Ancient Language, Music, 
Art or Expression Course, with an average per cent. of 80, and do 
not fall below 70 on any subject. 
No one is permitted to graduate, however, who has not spent at 
least one full year here and the "full year" ruust be either the Junior 
or the Senior year. 
We caution young people about getting In a hurry to graduate. 
Go slowly, do much reading outside your course, do not carry very 
heavy work, take part in the social life or the school, take time 
to care for your health, always take light enough work to have 
some tirue for recreation, and especially guard against carrying more 
work than can be well clone without injuring the health. 
Immediately after the opening of the fall term, each year, the 
"Committee on Graduation" takes up the record of each candidate 
for graduation, checks it uµ and reports to him within two weeks 
of the opening of said term what bis standing is. If any one Is found 
to have more than 14 units against him at that time he is notified 
that he cannot graduate that year, for no one with more than 14 
units to make for the year is admitted to the senior class at the 
opening of the fall term. 
The "Senior roll" is made up at the close of the fall term. At 
that time every candidate who has been admitted on trial at the 
opening of the fall term is entered on the Senior roll or is dropped 
finally from the class for that year. 
The "Senior roll" is called in full faculty meeting four weeks 
before commencement day. If, at this roll call, any member of the 
class Is found below the "clanger line" he is promptly notified by 
the secretary of the faculty and thus is given one week to "set him­
self right" in his credits; at the encl of this week the "final senior 
roll" Is called and the result is reported to the president of the class 
and to the program committee for commencement. 
We caution both young men and young women about a vain 
ambition to "graduate young." This means Joss of thoroughness, for 
much that is In our Normal course requires maturity of mind to grasp 
it intelligently. Besides, the public is looking for men and women, 
not for boys and girls, to fill paying positions. 
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Some students wbo enroll with us seem embarrassed when we 
ask their ages, simply because they are beyond 21, some of them 
above 30. We are always pleased to enroll a mature student. rt 
means, first, as a rule, some one who knows what he is here for, who 
will be a '·worker .. who will add to the dignity of the school, 
who will need no dlsclplfne; second, it usually means some one with 
experience in teaching, or some other valuable experience, and hence, 
some one whom we can recommend for a good position when gradu­
ated, all things else being equal. 
Younger students need not rush to complete their course; niuch 
time should be given to reading, and a good share to the social life 
of the school, the literary work, etc. rt Is a mh,take to ever carry 
over four regular studies. 
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Board, as spoken of here, includes room. light, fuel, and food. 
In the case or club board the room Is furnished and cared for 
by the family from whom the students rent rooms; In the case of 
private boarct this Is also true; In College Hall the girls furnish 
their towels, soap and bedding except the mattress; all other things 
are furnished them. 
By a "month" below Is usually meant "four weeks" and not a 
"calendar month," although board Is sometimes rated by the calendar 
month, and room rent Is almost always so rated. 
PER MONTH. 
In Clubs ............... .................... $11.00 to $13.00 
In College Hall. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.00 to 14.50 
In Private Families .......................... 14.00 to 16.00 
The fall and spring terms are usually about 12 weeks In length. 
the winter term 11 weeks. In other words the fall and spring terms 
are about even three months In length, the winter term about two 
and three-fourths months In length. We state this because very many 
11tudents Inquire the cost per term for board. A little multlpllcatlon 
of the above figures per month by the number of months in a term 
wlll give the desired result. 
A session, or school year, Is about 36 weeks, or 9 months, l.n 
length, hence the cost of boaru per year can easily be reckoned from 
the above. 
2. BOOKS.
This Item varies much. according to the place In the course a 
student ranks, books being more expensive the fartber one advances 
In the course. 
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On an average, however, books cost about $2.00 per term ln the 
Preparatory, Fresh,man and Sophomore years, or about $3.50 to $4.00 
per year, several ot the texts being used for a full year. 
In the Junior and Senior years the cost will run about $3.50 to 
$4.00 per term, or about $6.00 to $10.00 per year. 
3. ENROLLMENT FEE. 
This fee is $2.50 per term, $7.50 per year, to all students, Is paid 
when the student enrolls, and is not refunded. 
4. TUITION FEES.
These come under two heads: 
(1) Students who fail In their studies without good reason.
In such cases a small tuition Is charged for the succeeding term. 
(2) Students from other States pay a tuition fee of $6.00 per
term of three months. 
5. LAUNDRY.
This varies, according to the amount and k.lnd of laundry, from 
$1.00 to $2.00 per month, even more In summer, for ladles. 
A WORD A.BOU'i' OLUB BOARD. 
By this Is meant, simply, that a group of young men or women, 
ten to twenty-f/,ve, often more, take their meals at the same place. 
One of the young men, appointer! from the gentlemen of the Senior 
class by the Boarding Committee of the Faculty, Is commissioned to 
supervise the buying and other details, collect the board bills, etc., 
and be responsible for the general condition of the club, order, number 
In It, etc. He and the Boarding Committee decide what homes shall 
be selected as the places for the clubs. The Indy In whose home the 
club Is located opens her dining room to the young men, prepares the 
food, and serves It for so much per student per week. The students 
have their rooms in the city near by with good ram.JIies and report to 
the club for their rueals. 
This Is not only an entirely creditable method of boarding, but 
has become the most customary In all schools not provided liberally 
with dormitories. l\Iost of our young men take this kind of board. 
A young men's dormitory is being planned for at this writing, 
June 18, and If this can be completed within the next nine months, as 
we hope, practically all young men anu a number of young women 
who cannot be accommodated In College Hall will take their meals 




001,LEOE HA.LL-ft'OR LADIES ONLY. 
Tm;; HALL _, �D ITS SURH0U1'(DJ1'(0S. Ou the completion of the new 
west section or the college buildings they formed one continuous block 
of five sections facing 4(i0 feet on 3rd Avenue and College Avenue, 
140 feet on 16th Street and 54 feet on 17th Street-see plans on another 
page. 
TnE HAl,L Is three stories high besides a tuil basement story, 
halt of which Is above ground, and the knoll on which the buildings 
stand, composed of sand, and roJJing In every direction from the 
buildings, provides such a condition as Is especially favorable for n 
basement, It always remaining perfectly clry no matter how wet the 
weather. rt Is the most airy, the most healthful, and In hot weather, 
the coolest spot Ln Huntington. rt Is as weJI, one of the highest, 
commanding a beautiful view In every direction. Approached by broad, 
paved walks, by a wide driveway In the rear, and surrounded by 
green lawns or exceptional beauty, ornamented with stately old trees, 
this school home for girls Is one of rare beauty and attraction. 
Please examine the larger plans on pages near by for all details 
as to size of hall, size and location of girls' rooms, toilet rooms, kitchen, 
pantries, dining room, laundry. verandas, entrances and exits, fire 
escapes, stairways, hallways, convenience to school rooms, and au 
other matters or Interest, noting that the two eastern sections (Sec­
tion I. and Section I I.) constitute what Is known as "College Hall," 
or the ladles' dormitory. 
WHO MAY BOA.RD JN THE HA.LL. Some ot the lady teachers 
board In the hall. 
Lady teachers have rooms on first, second and third floors. All 
teachers and students have the same arrangements about board, and 
all eat at the same time and al the same tables, one or more teachers 
at each table. 
Only regular students and teachers are allowed to board lq, the 
ball. Brothers, sisters, parents, and others may visit tor a brief 
season, but In no case except sickness are they expected to remain 
any length of time. 
lt Is a home for lady students and teachers, and Is so arranged 
that the occupants need not go out in the weather In passing to 
and from school, also, that they may have the long haJlway for an 
exercise space when the daliy seaslons of school are closed. This 
le a great convenience, a most valuable sanitary feature of the girls' 
school life. Whether It rain or hall or snow, they stlll have plenty 
of room for exercise. 
No young gentlemen are admitted to CoJlege Hall to room, though 
they may, when the dining room Is not crowded, take their meals at 
the hall. 
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So much do parents and young ladles appreciate the advantages 
and conveniences offered by this hall, that !or five years past all 
hope of accommodating every one who calls tor room in it has been 
abandoned, and each year from twenty-five to fifty have to be turned 
away. So numerous have been the calls !or room In College Hall 
for the last few years that the need for a new hall has grown almost 
imperative, and a new one of like size with the one we have, could 
be filled the first year If It were only known that we had It. 
CONVENIENCES. The building is heated by steam and lighted 
by natural gas. 
Hot and cold water is furnished throughout the building, on 
all floors, there being an automatic water heater in the basement 
which furnishes nine gallons of hot water per minute; this heater 
ls so regulated that by keeping a small gas jet burning all the time, 
a number of other jets are set a-burning the moment a hot water 
11pigot Is opened anywhere in the bulldlng, and hot water in abun­
dance may be had at any moment night or day. 
All bath rooms have hot and cold water connections, the girls' 
bath rooms having two bath tubs each, porcelain finish, three wash­
bowls in a marble plate and two closets. Each of these is made 
private by Inside screens and doors to the several compartments In 
addition to the bath room door, and the private bath compartments 
have gas jets. 
Both Mutual and Bell telephone systems are connected with the 
hall, and through these, the Western Union and Postal Telegraph 
system, thus placing the occupants or the hall in communication with 
all parts or the world. Long distance phone connections are also 
a convenience of the hall. 
In addition to the two stair-cases as a means or escape in case 
of fire, the following are or special value: 
1. The large veranda roof, 14x52 reel, to which access is made 
by four double windows, two large single windows, and a double door 
from which roof escape is easy by ladder or by rope. 
2. Through the president's rooms, and the rear veranda, 8x22
feet, from which escape ls easy by ladder or rope. 
3. Two fire escapes, ona from each section of the hall, and
extending from the third floor windows to the ground. 
4. Extending from basement to third floor In each section of 
the building, both in the hall and In the school building, are 4-lnch 
water pipes, with a hose 60 feet In length connected with each pipe 
on every floor, basement Included, and watter pressure sufficient to 
throw a flood stream over 200 feet, the pressure being so strong 
that It takes two muscular young men to handle each when the 
water Is turned on In full force. In case of a stampede there are 
three double doors for exit on first floor, two single ones, and 18 
large windows, some of them double. 
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In addition to the conveniences named above the following are 
worth considering: 
1. Street car connections with all parts of the city and adjoin­
ing towns, the cars passing by the college gate, only 300 feet from 
the hall. 
2. The large, beautiful grounds for promenading, athletics and
lounging. 
3. The long hallway, 400 feet, for promenading in bad weather.
4. The Immediate connection of the ball with the school build­
ing, girls thus being able to pass from the hall to class-room, "to go 
to school," in short, without going out of doors. So. with all college 
entertainments, lectures, commencement exercises, etc. 
6. The large front veranda, 14x52 feet, a luxury indeed, sum­
mer and winter. 
6. The college parlors, which are open to all ball students.
ADVANTAGES. 1. The protection assured young ladies against
undesirable company, male or female. 
2. The systematizing or their work. A time to work, a time to
sleep, a time to recreate, etc. 
3. The oversight of a preceptress, whose duty It is to care for
the girls. 
4. Care and attention when sick.
5. Assistance when shopping.
6. Chaperones who can be trusted to diligently serve the young
ladies. 
7. Board at reasonable rates.
8. Opportunities for associating with the Instructors of the
school. 
9. Facilities for culture in tile way of receiving company, pre­
paring for company, table manners, hygienic culture, dress, conver­
sation, etc. 
10. Counsel and advice from the president, whose rooms are in
the hall. 
ROOMS. The rooms are furnished with bedstead, mattress, ward­
robe, dresser with mirror, chairs, table, light and heat. Students are 
required to furnish tllelr own bedcling, (except the mattress) their 
own napkins and towels, and keep their rooms clean and in order. 
All rooms are furnished with drop-light gas lamps with Welsbach 
burners, but all breakage of lamp, mantle, or other fixtures, about 
the light after girls take possession of a room is paid for by the 
occupants of the room. 1 
\Vhile there is very little ditl'erence in the advantage derived 
from the location of the various rooms, some preferring one floor, 
some another, yet there is some difference In a few instances and 
the room rent has been scheduled so as to average these differences. 
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It is our opinion, and an opinion formed after having our own rooms 
on the second floor of the hali ever since it was completed, January, 
1898-that the third ls preferable in every way to the second, unless 
it be In case of fire, and with fire escapes on every floor, and large 
hose, 60 feet In length, with enormous water pressure for preventives 
from danger in this respect. there is little more danger on the third 
than on the second floor. 
We should prefer the third floor for three reasons: It Is warmer 
in winter, It Is much more quiet, and the ventilation Is very much 
better because the long hallway on that floor extends the entire 
length of the hall and has a large double window at the end. But 
every girl has her own ideas about such things. 
Two of the lady teachers have rooms on the third floor, three 
and the preceptress on the second, and one and the matron on first 
floor. 
W At the recent sessio11 Qf the legislature, appropriation was made 
for putting large transoms over all doors in College Hall. This should 
have been done when it was bttilt, but it was overlooked, and, co,nply­
ing with the reco,nmendatious of the City Physician of Huntington. 
who was called in last fall to inspect the building from a sanitarv 
point of 1.'iew, this change will be made before the fall opening, 1909. 
ROOM RENT-First Floor: Rooms 6, 8 and 16 are rated at 
$10.00 per term, two In a room ( $5.00 each). These rooms are 12x16 
feet. 
Room 4 Is rated at $16.00 per term, two In a room. 
Second Floor:-Rooms 21, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, and 34 are all rated 
at $10.00 each per term, two In a room ($5.00 each person). No. 21 
Is the lightest room in this list, but the partition separating it from 
the hallway does not extend to the celling, it being a section of the 
hallway cut off by a wood partition eight feet high. 
All these rooms are 12x16 feet. 
Suite No. 17 and 18 is one of the most desirable In the house. It 
Is rated at $16.00 per term two in a room, $18.00 per term three In a 
room, and $20.00 per term four in a room. 
Rooms No. 19 and 20. a suite, are rated at $13.00 per term, two 
in a room ($6.60 each). $15.00 per term, three in a room ($5.00 each), 
or $16.00 per term, fou,· In a room ( $4.00 each). 
Third Floor:-Roorus No. 41, 46, 47, 48, 49, 52, 56, 58 and 59 
are all rated at $!1.00 per term, two In a room ( $4.60 each person). 
These rooms are each 12x16 feet. 
Room No. 37 ls rated at $14.00 per term, two In a room ($7.00 
each). $16.50 per term. three In a room ($6.50 each), or $18.00 per 
term, four In a room ($4.60 each). 
Rooms 39 and 40, are rated at $12.00 per term, two In the suite 
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($6.00 each), $13.50 per term, three In the suite, ($4.50 each), or $15.00 
per term, four In the suite, ($3.75 each). 
Rooms No. 42, 43 and 44 (th1·ee Nos., or doors to two rooms) 
may be used as a suite at $12.50 for two, $14.25 tor three, or $15.50 for 
four, per term. Room No. 46 is rated at $10.00 tor two, ($5.00 each). 
Suite Nos. 50 and 51 is rated at $14.00 per term for two, $15.75 
for three, and $17.00, four. This suite has a large and airy bed-room, 
a nice light work room with beautiful view, and is immediately at 
the head of the east stalr-case. 
Room No. 54 is the S. E. corner room with two windows, fine 
view, exposed lo the morning sun, and near the head of the stair­
<:ase. Tt is rated al $10.00 per term, two In a room, ($5.00 each). 
Every room In the hall is not only thoroughly overhauled each 
l'ummer, scrubbed and cleaned-ceiling, floor, walls, windows and 
furniture-but every room is fumigated lest some trace of disease 
germs be left in a room by the occupant thereof, or lest some horrid 
little biological specimen known as a "cimex lectularius" should 
Insist on occupying an obscure dark corner of a bedstead. 
Accordingly, on the opening of school each fall the hall is prac• 
tlcally new from garret to basement, Inclusive. 
ROOM RENT IS NEVER REFUNDED. There are always 
calls for more rooms than there are rooms to rent; accord­
ingly some girls must be left out; and If a girl leave before 
the term closes, not only has some other girl who would, In 
all probability, have remained the entire term, been denied room In 
the ball, but should the State refund room-rent It would lose part 
of a term's rent when the other girl would likely have paid the full 
rent. And since the income for room-rent is much less than Is neces· 
sary to keep the hall in order, the State is obliged to enforce a rule 
of this kind to protect itsel! against the loss of needed funds. 
All rooms are now furnished with single beds. 
Room-rent In College Hall averages just half what It averages 
in the city, and the expenses of running the hall are more than 
double the Income from the room-rent; but thanks to the State, this 
additional expense has always been met In the Interest of the young 
ladles. 
So numerous are calls for rooms during the last five years 
that to be sure of one a girl should engage her room some time In 
advance of the opening of the term, and "engaged" means "paid tor" 
not merely "spoken for." First paid for, first served, Is our rule. 
No room is intended to accommodate fewer than two girls, and 
some suites are expected to accommodate three or four; but should 
any girl wish a room to hersel!, she can be accommodated by pay­
ing the rate for two girls unless there are more calls for rooms 
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than we can accommodate in the other rooms. All rooms are now 
furnished with single beds. 
CONTINGENT FEE. A "Contingent Fee" of $2.00 per term Is 
paid by all who enter the hall. It has been found that the contingent 
expenses of the hall have run behind more and more each year, hence, 
in order to keep the hall in better repair and In better condition as a 
home, which means the employment of more service, the "Contingent 
Fee" ls charged. This fee will not be refunded, but goes Into the 
"Repair and Service Fund." 
All damages done to the building, furniture, fixtures, etc., will be 
paid for In full by the girl responsible therefor, and the amount 
thereof will be assessecl by the treasurer and the preceptress. 
The occupants of a room are responsible for the furniture and 
the condition of everything else in their own rooms, whether dam­
age be done by them or some other, unless they make known the one 
who did the clamage. 
Sometimes girls leave water spigots open on leaving the bath· 
room. These cause overflow which seriously damage the rooms 
below. Such things result in damage from overflow of water. A fee 
of $2.00 will be chargecl for every case of neglect. A fee of $1.00 is 
charged in every case of leaving the laundry gas burning or the 
laundry spigots open. Carefulness in the use of another's property is 
an essential part of a student's training. 
This carefulness should be observed especially in the following 
ways. 
1. Economy in the use of lights. Common honesty toward the
State would require that no lights be kept burning when not neces­
sary, just as In domestic economy. 
2. Care of furniture. All unnecessary breakage or destruction
of pro1>erty either in the school or in the hall should be studiously 
avoidecl. 
3. Windows should always be closed when leaving the room,
except when out for just a moment. No one knows when a rain 
storm will come up and rain dash In a window, ruin some furniture, 
and run through the floor, staining the ceiling below. 
4. Caring for the walls, by refraining from driving nails therein
or tacks, or in any way abusing them. 
5. Window shades should always be left above a raised window
to prevent the wind from threshing them about or the rain from 
soiling them. 
Neglect for such things as enumerated above, or of any other 
feature of caring for the hall, will be paid for by the one or ones 
responsible therefor, for there Is no excuse for either careless or 
wilful neglect. 
d 
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Room•rent, Contingent Fee, and Table Board are payable to Mrs. 
Kearn, matron. Room•rent and Contingent fees are payable in advance 
per term, that Is, at the opening of each term. 
TABLE BOARD. All money paid in for board goes to detray 
the expenses of conducting the boarding department, including the 
employment of matrons, kitchen servants, and the purchase of food 
stu!l's. 
TABLE BOAR!) IS $12.00 PEll MONTH OF Foun WEEKS, and is payable 
iii advance to l\lrs. Kearn, matron. 
It& AIL correspondence concerning board, room, and other expenses 
in College Hall should lie directed to-
Jf llS. �-ELLIE KEARN, Matron, 
Marshall College, 
Huntington, W. Va. 
No deduction is made for paying board for more than one month 
at a time, as it requires every dollar of the income from this source 
to keep up the table, aua by the table we mean the food and service, 
as stated above. 
No deduction can be made ln table board for a few days absence 
at the beginning or end of the term, as expenses for service, &c. are 
just the same. 
If a girl live near enough to spend every Saturday and Sunday 
at home, her rates are arranged by the month, In advance, according 
to agreement between her and the treasurer and the preceptress. 
Only Severe Illness will be regarded sufficient cause for absence 
when weekly deductions from table board may be made. Anything 
else simply encourages irregularities of attendance and unnecessary 
Inconvenience in bookkeeping. 
Meals will be served in girls' rooms when the preceptress deems 
it a case worthy of such attention though this must be limited to 
cases of illness of such a nature as to require extra care. 
College Hall as related to Marshall College, Is, In no sense of 
the word, a boarding school, except so far as it is connected with a 
school and is for young ladies. 
'The purpose is, to make the hall as nearly as possible one big 
family, each as much interested as every other In caring for the 
building and furniture, each equally interested in pleasing every 
other member, and each equally Interested In everything pertaining 
to the welfare of all, ready to obey because it is the proper thing 
to do, and most careful to do nothing that would bring pain or dis• 
comfort to any other. 
Be it said to the credit of the young ladies of the hall, more 
and more do we note the emphasis placed upon a sense of honor 
in all matters pertaining to duty and to discipline. The feeling that 
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It Is not a boarding school with all the toolery and lolly and rreaks 
or such, but a school tamlly or young ladles, becomes more evident 
year by year. Only good, well-disposed, work-Inclined girls are wel• 
come here. Rich and poor receive exactly the same treatment. Not 
who they are, what their parents are worth In money or bonds or 
securities, but u;hat they are, decides how girls shall be received and 
treated. 
GOVERNMENT. What about rules and regulationa, the reader 
may Inquire. None It at all avoidable. At most, just as rew as possi­
ble. Well organized tamllles need none, except the unwritten laws or 
obedience, propriety and order, and the rawest possible the better, In 
any organization. 
'J'o be, ancl act as, a lacl11, under all circumstances, Is the only 
requirement; and entire respect tor the opinions or those In authority 
In the hall Is the preventive or rules. 
Parents will please take notice of the following, which will be 
observed to the letter: 
1. If they send their daughters, or others, tor whom they are
responsible, here, they must send them wholly subject to the method 
o! conducting the ball which the !acuity deem best, tor while under 
our care we must decide what ls best, and not they. 
2. Young ladles do not receive callers at the hall, except In such
special Instances as the preceptress may deem correct. Every Saturday 
evening the hall Is open to young gentlemen who are Invited by the 
chairman or the hall commJttee. Auy young lady Is permitted to 
request that any particular young man be invited, but the Dean o! 
Women, just as a parent In the home should do, must decide whether 
the young man is of a character such as sbould be permitted to 
associate with the young ladles of the hall; Ir not, his name Is str ;cken 
from the list without explanation. 
These Saturday evening socials are under the supervision or the 
preceptress, and continue from 8 to 10 p. m. 
3. Study hours are from 2: 00 to 4: 30 p. m. and from 7: 00
(7:30 In late spring) to 9:45 p. m., during which time no visiting Is 
permitted. and quiet must l>e maintained. This Is essential to good 
study. 
4. Leaving the grounds Is allowed only when permission has
been obtained from the preceptress. We must know where the young 
ladles are 1r we are to be responsible tor them. 
5. Parents often give permission to their daughters to go out 
to spend the night in the citv or neighborhood. This may seem a 
simple permission to them: but we who know the situation better 
than they, deem this a very unwise permission and it cannot be given. 
The daytime Is long enough ror city calls. 
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lf young ladies live close to the city they are permitted to go 
home somewhat often, provided they miss no lessons; but even this 
Is not best, at least It is easily overdone. 
We, therefore, very respectfully notify parents that when they 
send their daughters to the ball they must send them subject to 
the government of the hall; we can receive them on no other terms. 
If they wish special liberties granted their daughters we must know 
In advance what they are, !or if they in any respect conflict with 
our hall government, they cannot be granted. 
7. Every privilege consistent with the safety, culture, and educa­
tion of young ladles ls assured theru and their parents in advance. 
Wl:ill'ORTANT. The girls oi College Hall, and all others rooming 
therein, wlll please not forget that neither the school nor the man­
agement of the hall can be held responsible for money, valuables, 
clothing, &c., that are taken from their rooms by sneak thieves who 
may In some way slip In, or by the meddlesome, pilfering hand of 
some member of the school or hall. Moneys and valuables are sup­
posed to be kept either under lock (a good lock) or on the person 
of the owner, and If carelessly left lying about, or in an unlocked 
trunk, the owner must assume all risks. If a thief get In the hall 
everything possible will be done to catch him or her or course, and 
recover lost money, valuables, or clothing; If a member of the school 
or hall be thf! guilty one, he or she will be "run down" If possible, 
also. But these risks must he run by the occupants of the room. 
Doors should always be kept locked when the occupants are out. 
and trunks, bags, &c., contalniug money or valuables should always 
be kept well locked In addition to doors. So, do not complain If you 
lose things by carelessness, for College Hall Is necessarily more or 
less of a public hall, since it is a part of a public institution. 
PART V. 
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS. 
BUILDINGS. 
These are located in the center of the school grounds on an 
elevation of about 20 feet above the surrounding streets, overlooking 
the entire campus, a good portion of the city, the Ohio hills on the 
north, and the West Virginia bills on the south. 
Our school edifice now consists of a series of five buildings solidly 
connected, a continuous hallway extending !rom one end to the other. 
The buildings have their main frontage on Third avenue and on 
Sixteenth street. 
The Third avenue or north frontage ls about 400 feet in length, 
and faces the Ohio river, two blocks distant, the fine range of Ohio 
hills looming up beyond. 
The Sixteenth street or west frontage Is 140 feet in length, facing 
the main part of the city. 
The secondary frontages are the Fitth avenue, or south front, 
400 feet, and the Seventeenth street or east front, 56 feet. 
The two eastern sections or the buildings, composed of three 
wings, 26x65 feet, 40x70 feet, and 40x73 feet, compose the ladies' 
dormitory sections, known as College Hall. Between these and the 
other sections there ls a heavy brick wall with no openings In It 
above the first floor. 
The three western sections are given up exclusively to school 
purposes. These are, respectively, beginning with the most eastern, 
70x78, 55x84, and 101x140 feet. All have been built since 1897, one 
excepted, and that one was thoroughly overhauled inside and out in 
1899, thus making the entire series new and up to date In their 
appointments. 
Before another spring term opens we hope to have a large and 
fully up to date dormitory for young men, with rooms tor about 150, 
and dining hall capacity for still more. 
GROUNDS. 
The school grounds, iocated between Third avenue on the north 
and Fifth avenue on the south, and between Sixteenth street on the 
west and Seventeenth street on the east, two city blocks In length 
and two blocks In width, contain twenty-two acres of land, for which 
nature bas done as much, perhaps, as for any school grounds of their 
size In the country, toward adapting them for the purpose for which 
they have been appropriated. The elevated center extends from witWn 
200 feet of the west end, where the summit of the somewhat abrupt 
but extremely graceful incline from the Sixteenth street level Is 
crowned with a large wldespreadlng beech and some smaller trees 
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ten to twelve Inches In diameter, eastward 600 feet where It termin­
ates in a deep terrace thirty feet high, which terrace serves as the 
west bank of a deep ravine. This ravine, or brooklet, enters the 
grounds at the southeast corner and winds its way In deep, graceful 
curves north-westward through the grounds, lined throughout Its 
course with noble trees varying In diameter from ten to thirty Inches. 
The brooklet, with an arm extending eastward, frnamented with over 
fifty trees, forms the eastern boundary of the elevated center of the 
campus referred to abovt:. Beyond the ravine and about twenty feet 
lower than the elongated elevation of the center, to the eastward, are 
the young men's athletic grounds, about 4 acres, almost entirely level. 
The northern or Third avenue frontage descends by a deep, care­
fully <'Ultivated terrace some twenty feet from the high central por• 
tion, from the foot of which terrace to Third avenue it is nearly 
level. On this portion are the main entrance, (a brick walk twelve 
feet wide), and fifteen of the finest old trees on the campus. besides 
many smaller ones. To the south of the rise extending east and 
west through the center, the grounds slope gently toward Fifth avenue, 
(the best avenue in the city). this section being twice as wide as the 
northern frontage. The driveway enters from Fifth avenue, about 
the middle from east to west, comes at right angles to the buildings, 
curves gracefully around the large sycamore at the immediate south 
of College Hall. and retraces Its entrance course. The eastern portion 
of the south side Is given up to the girls' basket ball grounds. 
Besides over 100 small trees, chiefly sugar maple, planted within 
the last five years, and the shrubberr scattered over the Third avenue 
front, there are the following trees: Pawpaw 1, unnamed 1, cherry 1, 
mulberry 1, weeping mulberry 2, ash 3, locust 3. poplar 5, sugar 4, 
walnut 4, gum G, oak 11, beech 23, lombardy poplar 25, sycamore 3G, 
<'lm 67. total 184, more than 100 of which are large trees, and few 
of the 184 are less than eight to ten Inches in diameter. 
Paralleling the longer dimensions of the grounds, (the eastern• 
western dimensions), and but two city blocks to the north, Is the 
Ohio river: one block nearer on the same side Is the B. & 0. Rail­
way, and bounding the northern front Is Third avenue, 100 feet wide, 
on which is the Ohio Valley Electric Railway, connecting the college 
with all parts of the city, with Guyandotte four miles to the east, 
Ceredo eight miles west, Kenova ten miles, Catlettsburg, Ky., twelve 
miles, Clyffeside Park, with its beautiful groves and lake, fourteen 
miles, Ashland, sixteen miles, and Ironton, Ohio, twenty-one miles 
west, students from which centers and rrom the intermediate smaller 
towns landing from this railway at the north gate or the college. 
This electric line brings Marshall College in immediate connection 
with the homes of nearly 100,000 people. 
To the opposite side of the grounds, (the Firth avenue or south 
i>ide), 11nd thre<> blO<'ks distant is the C. & 0. Railway. and but one 




STATE BOARD OF PUBLIC CONTROL. 
The general financial affairs of the school are In the hands of this 
Board; that Is to say, this Board has the right to approve of all 
salary allowances per teacher and other officer or attache, to inspect 
the books, to make suggestions as to whatever expenditures may 
seem unwisely made, to lay down such rules and regulations with 
reference to the financial aff'airs of the school as may from time 
to time be deemed advisable, In short, to regulate and to supervise 
all matters Involving the expenditure of money and all matters of 
building and public policy aside from the purely educational aff'alrs 
of the school. 
STATE BOARD OF REGENTS. 
This Board is composed of /1,ve members, of whom the State 
Superintendent of Schools is one. Of the other four two are mem· 
bers of one political party and two of the other. Their terms of 
:service are regularly four years. This, as is the preceding one, is a 
"Ilew board provided for under a Jaw enacted at the 1909 session of 
the legislature, and all appointments with them date trom July 1, 1909. 
In order to have their terms of office expire at different times, one 
Is appointed for one year, one for two years, one for three years, and 
one for four years, the fifth member, (the State Superintendent of 
Schools), being an elective officer serving for four years. 
This Board has charge of all purely educational aff'alrs, such as 
the adoption of courses of study, election of teachers, fixing salaries 
(subject to the approval of the Board of Public Control) appointing 
local executive boards, &c. 
LOCAL EXECUTIVE BOARD. 
This Board, three In number, acts under the immediate direction 
of the higher boards and has for Its duties the Immediate control of 
the finances of the school and such other matters as are delegated 
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to them In the law providing for said board. At this writing It Is 
a matter of question whether the local executive board can be legally 
rontlnued under the new law and the matter has been referred to 
the Attorney General. 
THE FACULTY. 
All matters ot discipline, so tar as Is possible, are referred to the 
faculty; Indeed the very healthful sentiment prevails with the board 
that theirs should be a laissez faire policy In such matters until 
actual necessity arises, which cases have been remarkably few in 
many years at Marshall College, practically nil for a quarter ot a 
century. 
Aside trom the flxing of salaries, the employment and removing 
of teachers, and the fl.seal affairs of the Normal school and its branches, 
the duties of conducting these schools are almost exclusively left 
to the faculties. who have learned to appreciate their responsibilities 
and not to worry either executive or state board with details except 
when absolutely necessary. 
Student government to some extent Is being inaugurated, and will 
be judiciously extended as results justify; but not yet is the time 
ripe In any school of young people for turning matters ot government 
and discipline wholly over to the immature and the Inexperienced, and 
the remotely responsible: the strong hand of U1e faculty, conserva­
tively. sympathetically, calmly, but none the less surely and effect­
ively, kept behind all major matters of school discipline and school 
government cannot well be dispensed with; and In this just as little 
Interference as possible from still higher authority is especially to 
be desired If government and discipline are to be administered with a 
minimum of friction and a maximum of dignity and effect to all
Interested. 
We have little sympathy with the hasty and extreme extension 
of democratic Ideas of government In any part of the American 
system, from the home to the presidency of the United States; this 
can come only with, or after, a very wide dissemination of sanely 
democratic Ideas ot personal responsibility In all matters affecting 
the Individual and his fellow. The strong band of conscious and 
Intelligent responsibility cannot be left out of any system of gov­
ernment yet for a few hundred years. 
It may not be amiss In this connection, to say that we have little 
sympathy likewise, for many of the forms in which that remarkably 
111-deftned thing known as "college spirit" seeks to express Itself,
rather to assert Itself. Educational systems are seeking to rid them­
selves today, as never before, of much that bas been purely experi­
mental. purely formal, or purely sentimental. Not a few of our
more pretentious schools have done this in some lesser things and
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have Ignored It In more important ones. It Is pretty nearly time to 
decide finally whether any of the practices and customs of young 
men and young women at school, such as escapades that compromise 
reputation as well as character, both of the Individual and of the 
school; certain liberties that have degenerated Into offensive licenses, 
such for example, as excessive smoking and chewing, gambling, drink· 
Ing, "rushes" that endanger life or limb, hazing, "smart tricks" that 
humiliate, If they do not Injure, the worthy and the Inoffensive, class 
contests of any kind that leave bad feelings or "bad tastes In the 
mouth," anything, in short, that lowers the dignity of manly and 
womanly Ideas or fun and of college life. 
College spirit that expresses itself In disorder or any kind, in 
the destruction or abuse of property, In the humiliation or injury of 
the lnnocent,and the lnofl'ensive, l::i exresses of any kind that are out 
of harmony with the orderly and gentlcruanly bearing of young men, 
Is false In theory and hurtful In i,ractice. There are many ways 
for having fun and enthusiasm without degenerating to beastly prac­
tices, brutal treatment of others, or coarse forms of fnn which defy 
authority and Injure persons and property. 
'·College fun" and "College spirit" are too often misunderstood, 
too often taken for synonymous terms. Real "College spirit" Is not 
something that asserts Itself at the expense of orderly, gentlemanly 
conduct; It consists In loyally to one's school, a loyalty due to no 
superficial, foolish, or insane devotion such as are born of prejudice, 
partisanism or ill-founded preferences. but a loyalty born of con­
genial associations, high Ideals, and sane devotion to, and belief In, 
the standards, methods, policies, and principles represented and car­
ried out by a faculty whose scholarship, character, and ability com­
mand the esteem and confidence of manly young men and womanly 
young women. The fun and pleasures of college life are mere lnci­
f.lents to these main features of college spirit and will always come 
to him and to her who do their part In making real college spirit 
by subscribing by work anci worth to the things a college ought to 
Aland tor-the niaking of 11ie11 and women who stand for high ideals, 




THE VIRGINIA LITERARY SOCIETY. 
This society has its own hall, 36x52 feet, handsomely finished and 
well furnished. 
THE EROSOPHIAN LITEJ<-ARY SOCIETY. 
This society has also Its own hall and has it handsomely finished, 
carpeted and furnished. 
THE EXCELSIOR DEBATJNG OLUB. 
This club Is for young men only. 
THE CICERONIAN DEBATlNG CLUB. 
This club Is also exclusively for young men. 
THE SENATE DEBATING CLUB. 
This club, like the others, is for young men only. 
THE ZETA RHO EPSILON CLUB. 
This club is for both sexes. 
DIE DEUTSCHE GBSELLSCHAFT. 
This also is for both sexes. 
THE DRAM.A.TIO CLUB. 
This club is a feature of the work In the Department of Express­
Ion and is !or both sexes. 
RELIGIOUS. 
THE Y. M. G . .A. AND THE Y. W. 0. A. 
These organizations have th&ir own hall, 36x41 feet, handsomely 
finished and furnished, well carpeted, and equipped with a new piano. 
THE LIBRARY. 
This occupies three rooms ou the first floor, and one on the 
second floor, respectively 46x60 feet, 16x16 feet, 31x22 feet, and 31x22 
feet. It contains about 7,600 volumes of carefully selected books, 
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and on the reading tables are the following magazines and other 
current literature: 
American Agriculturalist. 
American School Board Journal. 
American Historical Review. 
American Journal of Psychology. 
American Naturalist. 
American Journal of Sociology. 






























Journal or Political Economy. 
Journal of Geography, 
Journal of Pedagogy. 










National Geographic Magazine. 
Nineteenth Century. 
North American Review. 
Outlook. 
Pedagogical Seminary. 
Political Science Quarterly, 





Readers' Gulde to Periodical 
Literature. 
Review of Reviews. 









BOOKS T.d.KEN FROM THE LIBRARY DURING THE SESSION 
OF 1908-'0!J FOR READING: 
GENERAL "\VOBKS • • . • • . • • • • • • • . . • . . . . . . • • • • . . • . . . . • 2677 
PHTLOSOPHY •..•.•. , .. , , . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . 742 
R.ltLIGION •..•.•. , .. , • . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • . • . . 1829 
SoCIOLOOY •••.•..••••• , , . . • • • . • • • . . . . • • • . . . . • • • • • 2230 
PBJLOLOOY • • • • . • • . • • • . . • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • . • • . 155 
SoTENOE • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • . . . 1607 
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USEFUL AIITS • • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 763 
FINE ARTS . • . . . . . • • . . • . • • . • . . • • . • • • • • . • . . • • • . • • . • 301 
LJTEBATURE •• , • • • • • • . • • • • • . • . . • • • • . • • . . • • • • • . • • • . 3261 
HISTORY •. •••••• , •••. , • • . • • . . • . . . . . . • . • • • . • . . • • . . 2280 
TOTAL ..•••..•••.••••••••.••••.•••.•• 16845 
ATHLETICS. 
Year by year the Interest In athletics grows more substantial 
and more Intelligent. At this writing arrangements are being made 
!or a larger athletic field than bas before been used, and It Is fully
expected that we have this fenced and ready for practice by the time
the first football game for the fall of 1909 Is due.
Last year football made a fine beginning but a poor ending. 
Basket ball made a much, very much, better showing. Baseball de­
veloped quite an Interest and enthusiasm, and some excellent work 
was done both In this and In basket ball. 
More Interest than ever before was shown In tennis, we were 
glad to note, a large number taking part In the game. 
True, the limited space afforded by the gymnasium affected the 
public Interest In Indoor athletics, but In spite of this both young 
men and young women showed a fine enthusiasm for Indoor basket 
ball. Next, or a part of next year, we fully hope to have a new, large, 
and up to date gymnasium, which will doul.ltless add much to the 
athletic spirit of the school. 
We have a fine lot of strong, lusty_ courageous, virile young 
men of good weight and enthusiasm, and .it Is confidently expected 
that the fall of 1909 will surpass all records In football. 
ADDITIONAL. 
THE LECTURE OOURSE for the session of 1909-'10, under the 
management of a committee of nine, three from the faculty, three from 
the Y. M. C. A., and three from the Y. W. C. A., offers some rare 
attractions, a course of six numbers costing over $1100. Among the 
good things on It are, Governor Johnson, of Minnesota (a lecture). 
Bishop Bristol {bis famous lecture on "Brains"), and a male quartet 
from New York City. 
THE MODEL SOHOOL will be decidedly strengthened also, much 
to the advantage of our Normal Seniors and students who wish to 
do observation work, as well as to the children. A regular klnder­
yarten department will also be opened In connection with the Model 
School. 
THE PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT will be newly organized 
and handsomely housed, much to the benefit of all younger preparatory 
students, to those who wish to see room work with this grade of 
students, and to the order, system, and efficiency of both discipline 
and school work. 
PART VIII. 
REGULATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS.· ·,'\o. •, 
REGULATIONS. 
1. Every student is expected to carry at least three regular 
studies, that is to say, every student Is expected to have not fewer 
than 15 recitations per week. 
2. All recitations are one hour in length.
3. No student is permitted to carry more than fl,ve full studies 
unless one or more of them be review work only. 
4. Four full studies, 20 recitations per week, ls regarded regular 
work, though with many students this is too much. 
5. The faculty rei;erves the right to say how much work each 
student mciy carr�• or must carry. 
6. To rank as Freshman a student must not have more than 
50 courses of work yet to do. 
To rank as Sophomore a student must not have more than 
37 courses of work yet to do. 
To rank as Junior a student must not have more than 27 courses 
of work yet to do. 
To rank as Senior a student must not have more than 14 courses 
and his seminary work yet to do . 
. (A course is a unit, or the work of one full study, 5 recitations 
per week, for three months.)
Any student may become a candidate for 1enlor standing subject 
to the rules regulating such, but w!ll not be ranked as such at the 
opening of the fall term it he has more than 14 units and his semin­
ary work yet to do, nor yet at the opening of the senior winter 
term if he has more than 10 units and seminary work; and finally, 
at the opening of the senior spring term, to have senior standing one 
must not have more than 5 units and seminary work. 
All candidates for senior standing who can make senior rank by 
the last senior roll-call, w!ll be permitted to graduate. This roll­
call ls one month before commencement, but only those of senior 
rank are permitted to take part in the class organization and class 
elections. Senior candidates who have a fair chance to make senior 
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except on class organizations and the election of class officers, and 
may take part In all other class meetings and class matters, provided 
the president gives his consent thereto after having found their pros• 
pects for senior rank to be fair. 
The same general rules regarding Junior, Sophomore and Fresh· 
roan rank will be enforced. 
7. Students who come here for the purpose of carrying music
only, art only, oratory only, or any two or more of these subjects, 
unless they live In town. wlll be required to give at least four full 
hours per day besides their recitation hours, to their practice work 
in these subjects. 
8. All students, in whatever departments they may be engaged, 
are required to attend chapel exercises, which are conducted once 
per week, Wednesday, from 10:30 to 11:00. 
9. No student Is permitted to board anywhere or room anywhere 
except in places approved by the boarding committee; and should 
anyone be found In a place not approved by the committee, he or she 
will be notified at once to move, on penalty of being dropped from 
school. 
10. When a student changes bis place of rooming be should 
notify the secretary rn the president's office at once, also his class 
officers, that they may correct the records and be able to locate him 
in case a long distance phone call or telegram of Importance come 
to the office for him. 
11. Students are expected to report to the president's office for 
enrollment within twenty-four hours after their arrival in the city, 
sooner If convenient. 
12. "Appointment" by county superintendents Is no longer nee• 
essary In order to enter school here. This Is a mere form that can 
be dispensed with entirely. 
13. Under no circumstances should a student withdraw from
school without notifying the president by word or by note before he 
leaves the city. 
SUGGESTIONS. 
1. Come the full year if possible. 
2. Get acquainted with the best students. 
3. Join one of the literary societies within the first month after 
entering. 
4. Attend the exercises of the "Lecture Course." 
5. Take part. and take part earnestly and enthusiastically, In 
all the students' exerc,ses approved by the faculty. We like and the 
students like enthusiastic boys and girls. 
6. Good study means a good appetit.i, a good appetite means a 
clear bead and a warm heart. In order to have the appetite one must 
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7. Take plent11 ot exercise and take It between 2 and 7: 30 p. m., 
sometime; not earlier, nor later. 
8. Take part In athletics. It pays the school to have hearty, 
vigorous students. And It pays the students. 
9. Take a full course If you can. It means much to complete 
things. 
10. Enter on the opening day and remain till the term has closed, 
If possible. 
11. Less than four solid hour,' study per day means poor work;
ff.ve should be a minimum, eight n maximum. This does not Include 
recitation hours. 
12. Never go ol'f and leave your books lying in the study hall 
or anywhere else about the building. Tiley are not too heavy to 
carry with you, or should not be. We cannot be responsible for 
losses thus Incurred. 
13. Use the library all posslule. There Is no more valuable 
opportunity for young persons ol'Iered here than the excellent list 
of periodicals and the collection of books in the library. 
14. Do not hesitate to come to school because you are out
of your tc1ms or twenties or thirties even. If we had our preference 
we should have no one graduate under 21. It is much easier to find 
tl!em good positions when mature. Th·ery year we enroll students 
who are married, who realize that when an education is needed there 
Is no age limit. 
16. Make your school your home. Treat It as your home and 
It will so treat you. You will be received just as you receive others, 
lo,·ed just as you Io�e others. Be loyal to your school and your 
teachers and help make the school a part of yourself as well as 
yourself a part of your school. Let your motto be: "I'll do evel'y­
thing In my power to make the school glad I am a part of it and 
myself glad that it Is a part of me." 
16. If any one wants information not given In this catalogue 
write for it and answer will promptly be made. 
17. Every student who handles his own money should either 
cleposlt nearly all of It in bis home bank before leaving home, then 
pay his bills by checks, or should, on arriving here, draw a check 
on his home bank for the amouut needed for the term, at least for 
some time, deposit the check in a Huntington t>ank and pay his 
hills by check thereon or by drawing out small amounts by check 
:is he needs cash. This not only Is safer than carrying one's money 
about I� one's pocket or having It locked In one's trunk, It Is more 
LuslnesRllke and usually teaches economy by having a balance state­
ment of one's capital before one's eyes every time one draws a 
check. 
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A STATEMENT. 
Jn the thirteen years that we have been connected with Marshall 
College the small amount of sh:kness among the student body has 
been matter not only of general comment, but of universal gratitude 
among those responsible ror the welfare of the school. In these thJr• 
teen years, in a dormitory housing nearly 100 young ladies there had 
been but one case of typhoid fever, a case traceable directly to sources 
wholly outside tho school or city, the young lady having come here 
thin and woru out and having taken Ill almost Immediately after J 
coming. Besides this, one teacher had a case of Intermittent fever, 
and, we lost a most worthy and faithful preceptress from pneumonia. 
Few schools have records as free from serious Illness, where as 
many are schooled and housed together. Furthermore, of the large 
number who boarded in the city. cases of severe Illness were so rare 
that one almost took it for granted that the health of the student 
body was assured. These things were due: First: To the care taken 
to see that students rooming in the city took their rooms In the 
moat healthful sections. Second: To keeping In close touch with the 
student body, thereby noting In good season all cases of lllness so 
that medical aid might be forthcoming at once. Third: To care In 
keeping the premises about the buildings as clean, sweet and sanitary 
as possible, which was easily done, as the buildings are located on 
an eminence high above the highest water and basements are always 
perfectly dry. Fourth: To the purity of the city water. Fifth: To 
our Insisting on plenty of outdoor exercise and not too heavy work. 
Last fall, In order that the work or keeping the school premises, 
Inside and out, In perfectly sanitary condition, might be made more 
ayatematlc and thorough than ever, we appointed a special sanitary 
committee whose business It was to Inspect the buildings, Inside and 
out, on every floor and In every room, nook and corner, monthly, and, 
at Intervals, to call in the city physician to aid In the Inspection, 
make suggestions and recommendations, which he did, and which were 
fully complied with. As usual the health of the student body was 
exceptionally free from disturbances of any kind till about the middle 
of May, when, suddenly, one of the teachers, four of the young ladles, 
and the wife of the president fell Ill of what seemed a kind of bilious 
fenr with malarial complications. The cases puzzled the different 
J>hyslclane called In by the president, even for two weeks after the 
llJness llegan, when typhoid symptoms became propounced, and at once 
Investigations were made. First, the basements, closets, cellar, 
.le., were carefully inspected by a committee of three, consisting of 
one member of the State Board of Health, the City Physician, and 
the City Health Officer. After a careful and thorough-going Investiga­
tion this committee reported everything In "absolutely perfect sanltary 
condition" and they proceeded at once to Inspect the condition of the 
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with the school lies wholly outside the college premises, and has 
been, in our opinion, the milk, which now has been changed, and 
everything has been made perfectly safe. 
Very respectfully, 
R. E. VICKERS, Member State Board of Health. 
H. C. SOLTER, City Physician .
.T. W. BURNETT, City Health Officer. 
STATISTICAL. 
We fully intended to print a full list of the students for the 
s11sslon of 1908·'09, but just before beginning to write the catalogue 
our secretary and office girl fell ill and had to go home, where she 
remained till after lhe catalogue was completed. The collection anll 
listing and correcting of the list was a practical Impossibility without 
her, hence the omission of tho names. A somewhat careful estimate 
of the total enrollment showed that It stood very close to 1100. 
There was a falling off in the preparatory year over previous 
years of about 50, but an increase In the higher grades of the school 
of about 75 to 80. 
The following is the enrollments by departments for the session 






Phys. and Chem., 626. 
Education, 760. 
Latin, 795. 





Some of the work done under the Greek Department was Latin, 
and a small amount of that done under the Physics and Chemistr)· 
Department was Biology and Geology work, because these departments 
were less crowded lhan those which they assisted. None the Jess do 
the above figures represent the work done under the various depart· 
mental heads. 
The Alumni Roll now foots up the ,·espectable total of 682. 
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